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I. Aerospace Group
Work in data reduction for the ionospheric program is
described. Analyses of spurious torques for the orbiting relativity
gyro are presented. Variations in photographic observability are
noted. The effect of micrometeorite cratering of the orbiting gyro
has been studied.
2. SurfacePhysics
Some preliminary data obtained with the high-resolution secondary
emission spectrometer are discussed. Additions and modifications to
this apparatus and those for the study of the angular distributions of
secondary particles and for the study of adsorption-desorption kinetics
are described.
3. Computer Research Appliqati0ns
A new measuring technique for bubble-chamber data processing,
a new assembler for the CSX-I, and a new method of sequencing the
control unit of a digital machine, tending to minimize the complexity
of diagnostic procedures and of hardware, are described.
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4. Control Systems
The project on optimization methods for time-lag systems was
completed. Also completed was the project on pulse-width modulated
control systems. The results for these two projects are described in
R-254 and R-255. Several results were obtained in the continuing pro-
jects on the parameter variation problem, synthesis of interconnected
linear time-varying systems, stability of nonlinear systems, suboptimal
linear time-invariant control, and computer-oriented formulation and
solution of the optimal control problem.
5. PLATO
Progress continues in circuitry development toward the goal
of a 20 student station classroom. Plasma discharge display tube
research this quarter has included experiments with tubes of varying
widths and hole diameters, and trials with different gas additives.
Modifications to the new PLATO Tutorial Logic were made to increase its
flexibility and applicability to several courses; namely: i) a revision
of Electrical Engineering 322; 2) Library Science 195; and 3) FORTRAN
Programming for Business Students. Revisions and modifications of
TEXT-TESTER, ARITHDRILL, and PROOF have continued. Sixty students
were used in the "retention of conceptual materials" experiment this
quarter. A PLATO program, VERBOSE, using the CONNECT feature of the
PLATO compiler was written as a starting point toward the development
of more general PLATO programs useful in studying the structure of
concepts.
6. Vacuum Instrumentation
The program of study of the pumping speed of ion-getter
pumps at low pressures has continued. A pressure controller has been
added to the system to improve the reproducibility of the data. This
change and some recent data are discussed.
7. Plasma Physic s
A careful evaluation of the errors in the Monte Carlo Method
has been made for the hot side of the shock. Extensive measurements
have been carried out in the Linear Plasma Betatron for various pres-
sures and electric fields. It has been shown that the runaway current
is associated with the buildup of ion-acoustic oscillations. A new
experiment on electron-beam-plasma interactions has been started, in
which the scattering of microwaves by instability-stimulated density
fluctuation is used as the primary diagnostic tool. Theoretical
studies of the influence of high-frequency turbulence can give rise to
a parametric growth of the ion-acoustic mode.
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8. Superconductivity Studies
Work is reported on a superconducting parametric amplifier
(picovoltmeter), a study of the anisotropy of the energy gap in super-
conducting niobium, an attempt to observe microwave radiation from the
ac Josephson effect in a superconducting bridge, studies of flux flow
in type-II superconductors, a determination of the temperature dependence
of the penetration depth using the ac Josephson effect, the thermal
conductivity of a type-II superconductor in the mixed state, and the
crystallization of Nb3Sn from a solution of Nb in molten Sn.
9. High Voltage Breakdown
During gas conditioning, the electron-emitting protrusions on
a tungsten cathode are blunted resulting in current suppression and
breakdown voltage elevation, but the critical breakdown field at the
emitter tips remains unchanged. Development of single-crystal emitter
tips and high-resolution fluorescent screens is described°
i0. Thin Films
Additional equipment is under eonstruutiun for the work on
size effects, and for that on Hall measurements on thin films. Results
are reported for an ionization-gauge type of deposition rate monitor.
ii. Computer Operations
Operation statistics for the CDC 1604 and CSX-I systems are
reported. The development of plotting routines for the cathode-ray
output and a new assembler for the CDC 1604 are noted.
vii
12. Switching Systems
The experimental study of self-diagnosis using the CSX-I
computer as a vehicle has been completed. New results are reported on
the realization of sequential machines as linear and quasi-linear
switching circuits. Further progress is reported on the computer
compiler, state-model realizations, and computer diagnosis.
13. Networks and Communication Nets
The relationship of multiparameter sensitivity to synthesis
procedures in networks has been studied, and the results of Kawakami
relating to symmetric LC ladder networks have been extended. The
problems of optimum flow in a communication net have received further
attention. The concept of "relatively optimum flow" is introduced,
and stochastic flow through a communication net is considered. Other
studies relate to fundamentals of graph theory having application to
the theory of communication nets.
viii
14. Information Science
Work in information-theoretic methods for the design and
optimalization of digital transmission and processing systems, par-
ticularly in algebraic coding theory, are described. Results are given
in decoding cyclic codes, construction of codes for compound channels,
and in the theory of linear residue codes for multiple-error correction.
Applications of the coding theory are given for information-retrieval
systems.
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i.I lonosphere Pro8ram%
On June 14 and 15, 1965, two more Nike-Apache rockets were
successfully launched at Wallops Island, Virginia, for measuring the
differential absorption and Faraday rotation for the determination of
electron density and collision frequency in the D-region. This brings
the total number of rocket firings to 14, of which 13 were considered
operationally successful. The single failure was attributed to mal-
functioning of a commercial telemetry transmitter. These firings bring
to a close CSL's participation in this phase of the project. The
experimental equipment has been transferred to a group in the Electrical
Engineering Department which will continue this type of experiment
under the direction of Dr. Sidney Bowhill. A final report, describing
in detail the complete system and operational procedure, is being
prepared.
One of the novel features of this experimental system has
been the high sampling rate of differential absorption and Faraday
rotation. However, due to laborious methods of manual data analysis,
tportions of this work were supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Gcant NsG 504.
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the total available data was never fully extracted from the recorded
signals. The manual determination of Faraday rotation to resolutions
of about one degree has been done at a limited numberof altitudes for
about five experiments (see, for example, Fig. 1.2, CSLProgress Report
for June, July, August, 1964).
i.I.i Automatic Data Processing System. During the previous
quarter, a prototype automatic data processing system was put into
operation, and the first differential absorption and Faraday rotation
data was extracted from telemetry magnetic tape. To extract differen-
tial absorption, a magnetic tape containing the launch-range time
signals and the extraordinary attenuator-monitor voltage is played
back and fed to an analog-to-digital recorder at 1/16 real time. A
synchronizer unit receives the launch-range time signals and changes
them to a form suitable for punch-command signals to the analog-digital
converter. The latter unit punches out the data points in binary form
whenever commanded by the synchronizer. These command pulses can be
set at rates of I, 5, or I0 pps of real time. The punched paper tape
_ is then fed to a digital computer which prints out the extraordinary
attenuator setting versus Greenwich mean time. Data which formerly
took one week to extract now takes about three hours and will be
shortened to one-half hour, when fully automatized. A plot of auto-
matically extracted differential absorption versus Greenwich mean time
for rocket firing 14.149 is shown in Fig. I.I.
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An even greater saving in time and labor has been accomplished
with the automatic extraction of Faraday rotation. The prototype system
block diagram is shownin Fig. 1.2 and described below. This system
continuously measures the integrated phase shift between the ordinary
and extraordinary transmitted waves. The analog-to-digital converter
punches out the accumulated phase shift (Faraday rotation), upon com-
mandof the synchronizer, at a rate of I0 data points per second of
real time. This punched tape is also fed to a digital computer which
prints out the Faraday rotation versus Greenwich meantime. At the
present time, phase corrections due to a filter componentmust be made
to the Faraday rotation extracted by this method in regions where the
rocket spin rate is varying--usually only near the start of the Faraday
rotation. Fig. 1.3 shows a comparison of the Faraday rotation obtained
by manual and by automatic methods, together with the rocket spin fre-
quency versus Greenwich meantime for flight number14.149, before
phase corrections were made. The reason for the sudden drop in rocket
spin rate at 50 seconds after launch is that the rocket momentof inertia
was suddenly increased by the extension of two arms holding another
organization's experimental (Sayers) probe. The discrepancy between
the two methods is clearly seen only in the region of higher rocket
spin velocity. Fig. 1.4 shows the samecomparison after a simple phase
correction. Both figures show only the lower region of Faraday rota-
tion in order to demonstrate the high angular resolution possible with
CSL's system. Further refinements of the prototype data reduction
system are being investigated°
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An alternate method of extracting high resolution Faraday
rotation from the rocket data by digital computer only is being in-
vestigated and will be described if successful.
D. O. Skaperdas
H. C. Morrison
1.1.2 Analog Faraday Rotation Data Reduction System. An
experimental assembly of the components of an analog data processor has
been used in trial operation to extract the amount of Faraday rotation
of the plane of polarization of vertically propagated, h.f. radio waves.
The data to be reduced is obtained from magnetic tapes played back at
1/16 the speed used to record flight data from Nike-Apache rocket shots.
A block diagram of the data reduction system is shown in
I
Fig. 1.2. It is a modified version of the system proposed previously.
Four tape recorder outputs provide, in arc-cosine form,
I. the position of the ground-transmitted, circularly polar-
ized, wave electric vector in double angle form,
2. the rocket roll position (not in double angle form) from
a rocket-borne magnetic aspect sensor,
3. the rocket-received signal containing the sum of the
above plus the Faraday rotation angle, all in double angle form,
4. the launching range timing signals, in binary form.
The second and third items above are obtained vi__.aatelemetry from the
rocket.
p. 7.
ICSL Progress Report for March, April, May, 1965, Section 1.1.3,
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The recorder output indicating ground-transmitted wave angle
is fed to a mechanical phase shifter, whose servo-driven shaft position
is twice the Faraday rotation angle. This shaft position is generated
by a feedback loop whose componentsare described below.
The mechanical phase shifter output is added, in a polyphase
heterodyne system, to twice the rocket roll position to form a synthe-
sized reference to comparewith the rocket received signal. (In the
case of southern hemisphere launches where the Faraday rotation sense
was opposite, and the ground_ave rotation was transmitted with opposite
sense, but the rocket roll sense was unchanged, twice the rocket roll
position is subtracted to synthesize the reference.) The synthesized
reference signal differs from the rocket-receiver signal by twice the
Faraday-rotation angle when the mechanical phase-shifter shaft is locked,
but the servo shaft is caused to rotate at twice the Faraday angle by
comparing the synthesized reference signal to the rocket-receiver sig-
nal in a phase detector. This produces a polarized servo-error signal,
driving the mechanical phase shifter so that the synthesized reference
is always at a constant phase-difference from the rocket-receiver signal°
This error signal tends to zero when the two comparedsignals
are in phase quadrature. Using the error signal to excite a servo
motor which is mechanically coupled to the phase shifter in the ground-
reference channel operates to keep the two inputs to the cross-
correlator-phase detector at a 90o phase. The shaft rotation required
to accomplish this is the desired Faraday-rotation indication. Syn-
thesizing a reference signal at a relative high frequency near the
i AEROSPACE i0
ground reference signal frequency, and doing the phase comparison at
that frequency rather than at the lower rocket-roll frequency, has two
advantages:
i. The ground-transmitted wave reference and the signal that
indicates rocket roll are relatively noise-free and near sinusoidalo
These are combined to form a synthesized sumreference that is noise-
free and sinusoidal, and thus optimum for cross-correlating against
the rocket receiver signal which is more noisy, especially at the time
of rocket penetration of the ionospheric reflecting layer.
2. Also, by performing the phase-detector (multiple-
integrator) operation of cross-correlation at the higher frequency
of approximately ground reference, rather than at the lower frequency
of near rocket roll (the alternate system choice), it is possible to
obtain Faraday_otation information at a higher data rate. This occurs
because phase detection involves integration and requires a minimumof
several half-cycles of input signal to operate.
Since the servomotor-to-phase-shifter coupling shaft position
indicates twice Faraday rotation, it is geared to a multi-turn potentio-
meter to obtain data output. With a voltage across the pot which
causes the wiper arm to output 1.80 volts per shaft revolution, 0o01
volts per degree of Faraday rotation is obtained. An adjustment allows
the initial voltage output to be set to zero at low rocket altitude,
where Faraday rotation is zero. The potentiometer-arm voltage is fed
I AEROSPACE Ii
to an integrating digital voltmeter which outputs to a tally-tape
punch, on repetitive commandsthat are derived from, and synchronized
with, the launching-range timing marks.
J. D. Gooch
1.2 Orbiting Relativity-Gzro Torquest
In order to measure the general relativistic precession of an
unshielded orbiting gyro, the drifts due to spurious torques must either
be kept much lower than the relativistic precession or the spurious
drift must be accurately known to account for them in the data. The
former alternative is currently favored in establishing the gyro and
orbital parameter tolerances°
1.2.1 Gravity-Gradient Torque. The most troublesome spurious
torque presently analyzed is that due to gravity gradient. If C and A
are the moments of inertia about the symmetrical and transverse axes,
respectively, the gravity gradient arises from the gyro's finite ratio,
y = (C-A)/C, and inclination of its spin axis with its orbital plane°
The "preferred" moment of inertia C is a requirement of the readout
system. The resultant gyro motion is a precession of its spin axis
about a normal to the orbital plane according to the relation (for
circular orbits)
_/At = -(3/2_)(2_/T)2_cose , (I)
q
tPortions of this work were supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Grant NsG 443.
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where A_/_t is the gyro precession rate about the orbital plane normal,
is the gyro spin rate, T is the orbital period, and 0 is the gyro
spin-axis inclination with respect to the orbital plane normal. A plot
of the gyro spin-axis precession rate about the normal to its orbital
plane versus the y ratio for various orbital heights above the earth's
surface for constant inclination _ is shownin Fig. 1o5. The ordinate
is expressed as f(A_/At) divided by cose where f is the gyro-spin rate
in hundreds of cycles and AM/At is in arc seconds per year. It is seen
that the precession rate is not significantly reduced by higher orbits.
As an example, for f = I00 cps, y = 0o001 and an orbital height of 600
miles, _ would have to be greater than 86.3 degrees in order to keep
the resultant drift rate less than one arc second per year. This means
that the gyro-spin axis would have to lie in its orbital plane to
better than 3.7 degrees. A plot of the maximumrelativistic precession
versus orbital height is shown in Fig. 1.6. This shows that the use
of orbits higher than I000 miles is disadvantageous, because the maximum
relativistic precession rate decreases to less than five arc seconds
per year at that height. The use of smaller _ ratios is difficult
because centrifugal deformations or inhomogeneous materials could change
the design "preferred" moment-of-inertia axis. The above results have
not included the effect of orbital plane regressions due to the earth's
oblateness. These are presently being studied.
1.2.2 Gas-Dra_ Torque. The atmospheric-drag torque arises
from momentum transferred to the spinning gyro during diffusely deflected
collisions with the rarified gas molecules. The fraction of such
AEROSPACE 13
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diffuse reflections can be regarded as the accommodationcoefficient
_d' and is a function of the gyro surface, temperature, surface smooth-
ness, gas ionization level, and gyro material properties. It ranges
from zero to unity and at present can only be measuredexperimentally.
The gyro-spin axis drift rate arising from the atmospheric drag, for
circular, nonregressing orbits, is given by
&es/At = (15/128)_d(p/ps)(Re/R )(g/Ro)sin2_ , (2)
where _d is the accommodationcoefficient, p is the atmospheric density,
Ps is the satellite density, Re is the earth's radius, R is the satel-
lite radius, g is the acceleration due to gravity, R is the satelliteo
distance from the earth's center, and _ is the gyro spin-axis inclina-
tion with respect to the orbital plane normal. The direction of this
drift rate is such as to align the spin axis with its orbital plane°
The drift rate &9/&t in arc seconds per year divided by the accommoda-
tion coefficient _d and by sin2_ is shown in Fig. 1.7 plotted versus
orbital altitude above the earth's surface in miles. The drift rate
due to this torque can be greatly reduced by larger orbital heights°
For a height of 600 miles and a most pessimistic value of _d = i, it
is seen that &@/At = 0.25 seconds of arc per year if @ is restricted
to inclinations larger than 86.3 degrees as required by the gravity
gradient restrictions.
At the lower altitudes, the gas drag torque is the most dominant
torque. For example, at an orbital altitude of 140 miles and _ = 45° ,
the drift rate could be a maximum of about 2.8 degrees per year, a
AEROSPACE 16
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value easily measured by the proposed readout methods. This experiment
could therefore be used for measuring the accommodation coefficient
under orbital conditions.
If the required orbital tolerances established by the gravity-
gradient torque are too demanding, then the associated spurious drift
rate must be known to an accuracy of about 0°I seconds of arc per year
in order to remove it from the total drift rate. This requires knowing
the quantities y = (C-A)/A, _, T, and 9 to great precision, as seen
from equation (I). Methods for measuring _ for the polyhedral satellite
are being investigated. The quantities _ and 8 can be obtained from
the proposed readout scheme and the period T would have to be computed
from satellite tracking data.
H. W. Knoebel
D. O. Skaperdas
G. R. Karr
J. L. Myers, Jr.
1.2.3 Radiation Pressure Torque. For an incident flux w =
1.34XI03 Watts per square meter, representative of the solar constant,
the incident pressure is w/c, or 4.46XI0 -6 Newton per square meter,
where c is the speed of I_+_L,_. Th_ multiplied, by the area of a gyro
facet, would be the normal force on a perfectly reflecting facet
oriented at 45° to the direction of incident flux. If the facet ab-
sorbed a fraction _ of the incident flux, this normal force should be
multiplied by the factor l-s, and there would also be a force _/_2 as
large as the above, but in the direction of the flux. For a facet
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normal to the flux, the two componentswould be proportional to 2(I-_)
and _, respectively, and both would be normal to the facet, etc.
For a body of the symmetryassumed(see Fig. I.I of the
Progress Report for Dec. 1954, Jan., Feb., 1965), the facet normals
are all directed at the center of mass, so that the reflected component
should cause no torque. Similarly, an assumption of equality in
absorptivity _ for all of the facets would imply the sumof absorptive
componentsalso to be directed at the center of mass, so that this
componentalso should cause no torque. Any inexactness in these
assumptions would account for the presence of a torque due to radia-
tion pressure.
Somefraction of this torque would be aligned with the spin
axis and would produce no precession. Also, somefraction of this
torque would be periodic with the rotation of the body and would produce
no observable cumulative effect, either in alteration of the magnitude
of the spin, or in precession° Again, the torque would not be "on"
all the time by reason of the satellite's passing through the earth's
shadow.
The result of these considerations is that a net precessional
torque can arise only becuase of an optical asymmetry tending to favor
either the northern or the southern hemispheres on the gyroo The
torque then must be normal to both the spin axis and the direction to
the sun. Since the direction to the sun changes by 360° during the
course of the year, so does the direction of the torque, ioeo, the
torque is periodic with that sameperiod. The locus, then, of the
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spin axis, plotted on the celestial sphere, will be a small ellipse of
eccentricity dependent upon the angle between the spin axis and the
ecliptic plane. This figure will close in the course of a year unless
the optical symmetry changesduring that time, then the figure for the
axis trajectory would be a spiral. The resolution of the trajectory
into such a periodic, or growing periodic, componentalong with the
steady relativistic componentwill not, of course, require as fast a
data rate as the detection of perturbing motions having a shorter
period, although the availability of manypoints on the curve would be
helpful from the point of view of accuracy.
To estimate the magnitude of this precession, it is useful
to consider a numerical example. For this, I0 per cent of the radia-
tion intercepted by the body is assumedto produce a steady force which
is applied at a constant distance of I millimeter from the center of
mass. This would be equivalent, of course, to assuming I/k as much
force, applied through a constant momentarm of k millimeters, etc.
This calculation may be taken as a base upon which one may estimate
the effect of the various mitigating factors, cited above, once their
_L=sn_Luu==have u_e[l estimated.
For the area of the body presented to the radiation, take
the cross-section of a sphere of radius 0.15 meter (approx. a 12-
inch diameter). This area is 7.07XlO-2m2. The radiation force assumed,
then, is 0.1X4o46XI0-6×7.07×I0-2 = 3.15XI0-8 Newton, and the torque is
3.15XI0"II Newton-meter.
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The momentof inertia is taken to be that of a solid sphere,
2Mr2/5, of the sameradius r. The mass is M = 4_pr3/3, for which take
p to be about the density of glass, i.e., 2.5XI03 kg/m3, so that the
momentof inertia is 8_pr5/15, or 0.318 kgm2. Spinning at I00 cps,
the spin angular momentumis 0.636_Xi02 kgm2/sec, or 200 kgm2/sec.
The above torque gives a rate of change in angular momentum
of 3.15×10-11 kgm2/sec2 or 3 15/2 parts in 1013 per second Since
in a year's time, there are 3o16×107seconds, this is an angular momentum
change of 5.0 parts in 106 per year, a precession of 5.0X10-6 radian.
-6
There being 4.85XI0 radian per second of arc, this precession is
1.03 seconds of arc per year. This is downone order of magnitude
from the relativistic effect to be observed, so that the operation of
the mitigating factors, cited above, should permit the observation
with satisfactory precision.
D. H. Cooper
1.3 Variability of Factors Affecting Gyro Photo$raphic Brightnesst
As in calculating the effect of radiation pressure, the
calculation of photographic brightness in the previous progress report
may be interpreted as a base calculation using specific numerical
parameters. One may then consider variations in these parameters to
determine the variability in photographic brightness.
tportions of this work were supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Grant NsG 443.
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1.3.1 Variability of Slant Range. The slant range figure
used in the base calculations was 500 km, a nominal value for the
orbital height. Actually, orbital heights ranging from I0 per cent to
25 per cent of the earth's radius, i.e., from 637 km to 1590 km are
under construction. The horizon distance from such heights corresponds
to positions from 24.6 ° to 36.9 ° from the ground track, i.e., to slant
ranges of from 2920 km to 4780 km0 On the other hand, if it be required
that the satellite trajectory be above about 30° from the horizon, the
slant ranges would be 1500 km to 3000 km, at most. These ranges in-
volve a loss factor falling between 9 and 36.
1.3.2 Variability in Photographic Equipment. The aperture
2
of the telescope assumed was I00 cm , producing, with a i meter focal
length, a diffraction image measuring 5 microns. One would be likely
to be using a camera whose parameters were like those of the Baker-Nunn
camera, however. The aperture is 20 inches, with an area nearly
2
2000 cm producing a focal spot measuring 30 microns. The gain of a
factor 20 in aperture is offset by the loss in image spreading by the
factor 36 to yield a net loss factor of nearly 2.
The use of a higher film speed can offset this factor. An
order of magnitude improvement, moving from ASA 400 to ASA 4000, is
possible, yielding a net gain by the factor 5. Combining this with
the factors in the preceding section leaves a net loss factor ranging
from nearly 2 up to about 7, for the greater slant ranges. Observers
nearer the ground track will not be troubled by such factors, however.
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It is probably reasonable to assumethat most of the observations may
be madewith the accuracy estimated in the previous report, but with
useful contributions to the store of data also deriving from observing
stations farther from the ground track.
D. H. Cooper
1.4 Micrometeorite Craterin$ of Gyro#
A study of the effects of micrometeorite cratering on the
direction of the gyro maximum-moment-of-inertia axis has been made by
nautical Engineering and will be presented in the next quarterly progress
report.
tPortions of this work were supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Grant NsG 443.
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F. Propst
F. Steinrisser
T. Cooper
2. SURFACEPHYSICS
M. Nishijima
T. Piper
G. Tibbetts
2.1 High Resolution Study of Secondary Emissiont
More preliminary data on the energy distribution of
secondary electrons have been obtained with the monochromator-analyzer
system described in previous progress reports. An unusual structure
has been observed in the low energy region of the distribution of
electrons ejected from the III surface of partially cleaned tungsten.
This structure and several modifications of the instrument which have
been made during the last quarter will be discussed below.
2.1.1 Preliminary Data. Fig. 2.1 shows two distributions
which were presented in the previous progress report. Curve a is the
I
distribution obtained by Harrower for 20 eV electrons incident on a
clean polycrystalline tungsten surface. Curve b was obtained in the
present work for 20 eV electrons incident on highly contaminated III
surface of tungsten. These curves are typical of the results which
have been obtained for low primary energies.
tPortions of this work were supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Grant NsG 376.
IHarrower, G. A., Phys. Rev. 104, 52 (1956).
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Fig. 2.2 shows four distributions taken after high-energy
electron-bombardment cleaning of our previously-dirty single-crystal
tungsten target. The four curves (their zero line being displaced
vertically from one another) are quite different from the curves of
Fig. 2.1. The most striking difference is in the low energy region•
Here, curve a of Fig. 2.2, for 20 eV primaries incident on the rela-
tively clean single crystal, exhibits a low-height double peak in the
secondary region. The lower energy peak remains fixed at about 1.2
volts above the target vacuum level for each of the four primary ener-
gies shown in Fig. 2.2. This peak might possibly be associated with a
high density of states immediately above the vacuum level. In this
case, there should also be a resonance effect in the scattering, when
the primary energy is reduced to 1o2 eV. This effect may have been
observed, also. Preliminary checks have been made in an effort to
confirm the reality of this structure. Each of these tests gave posi-
tive results; however, more work is necessary to definitely confirm
the effect and to understand the mechanism responsible for it.
2.1.2 Apparatus Modifications. Several modifications have
been made in an effort to improve the performance of the apparatus.
These are primarily associated with increasing the amount of current
injected into the monochromator.
"Deflection-focusing" plates have been installed beside the
cathode to enable one to make some adjustment of the flow of electrons
from the cathode through the monochromator entrance slit. These,
after proper adjustment, will increase the current through the system
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somewhat, and thus allow operation of the analyzers at a lower energy
than before° Previously, the pass energy of both the monochromator
and the analyzer had been 3.0 volts (_60 mV resolution) for primary
energies above about i0 volts. Below I0 volts primary energy, there
was sufficient current for a good output signal with the selectors set
at 1.8 volts pass energy(approxo 35 mV resolution)°
The apparatus previously used a 25L6 cathode sleeve and
heater, but this has been found to radiate too much heat. Subsequent
outgassing of parts near the cathode caused the system pressure to rise
slowly from 5×10 -10 to 5×10 -9 mm Hgo A smaller cathode and heater
have been checked out and will be installed°
In order to put the data obtained for different primary
energies in their proper relative scale, the lead to the target is
being "guarded," and the cathode enclosed, so that the current striking
the target via the monochromator can be accurately measured° Also,
being able to measure the target current will permit another check on
the energy of the electrons coming from the mcnochromatoro This energy
is uncertain due to the various contact potentials involved°
All green-fire stainless-steel screws have been removed from
the apparatus because they have been found to be "moderately" magnetic.
Dry H2-fired stainless steel screws and washers are now used throughout
the critical regions of the system. These are found to be completely
free of magnetization (as low as can be measured by us-_about 0o2X!0 "3
Gauss at 5 mm distance)°
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Newgrids have been installed in the monochromator and the
target chamber. The grids of the monochromatorwere found to be
contaminated (and thus the contact potential changed) due to the
outgassing during the activation of the cathodes used earlier.
2°2 Angular Distribution of Secondary Electronst
Assembly, testing, and modification of components for the
2
angular distribution apparatus are underway.
A new-type output shaft and bearing assembly (Fig. 2.3) for
3
the rotary-motion feedthrough has been constructed. _Luv_=_ _LL_
slot in the slotted disc is made sufficiently long to allow for radial
motion of the drive shaft relative to the slot, it is unnecessary for
the axes of the output shaft and driving assembly to be colinear. Thus,
the output shaft can be moved in a plane perpendicular to its rotation
axis independent of the driving assembly° This arrangement makes pos-
sible accurate alignment of the rotation axes of the target and
collector.
The ability to focus a high intensity (approx.10 -8 Ampere)
ion beam onto the target is of primary importance. The image diameter
tportions of this work were supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Grant NsG 376.
2Coordinated Science Laboratory Progress Report for March,
April, May, 1964°
3Coordinated Science Laboratory Progress Report for March,
April, May, 1965o
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must be small enough to insure good angular resolution, and the beam
must be intense enough to insure good sensitivity. Experiments are
underway using different ion gun designs to attempt to satisfy these
conditions.
Partial pressure measurements have been made on the vacuum
3
system using a quadrupole mass analyzer. A typical spectrum (before
bakeout, but after outgassing the analyzer and the Bayard-Alpert gauge)
is shown in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5. The absence of a mercury (200 amu)
peak is to be noted (the system is evacuated by mercury diffusion pumps).
The analyzer also presents a convenient method for leak-checking large
vacuum systems.
2.3 Adsorption-Desorption Studiest
The experiment for the study of gas-surface interactions by
Auger ejection of metallic electrons by ions is continuing.
Repeated study and alteration of the ion optics has produced
a beam of diameter much smaller than the target width, a condition for
successful operation of the apparatus. Several test runs have been
made indicating the feasibility of measuring sticking coefficients by
this method.
Results of this experiment are analyzed in terms of
Auger electron current
%{ = Incident ion current
tPortions of this work were supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Grant NsG 376.
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Since we intend to measure solely the Auger electron current, the
accuracy of the experiment depends upon how closely the incident ion
current is held to its initial value. A negative feedback system, to
hold the ion current constant, is being constructed.
R. M. Brown
S. Fenves
o COMPUTER RESEARCH APPLICATIONS
R. Trogdon
J. Stifle
R. Jenks
W. Stoltey
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3.1 Introduction
The work of this group concerns applications of digital
computers in the fields of artificial intelligence and non-numerical
data processing, primarily towards the applications for computer
structure and programming techniques.
3.2 Bubble Chamber Data Processing
The new point measuring technique has been incorporated into
the SMC-CSX-I system. Analysis of sample data shows greatly improved
results particularly for short track events. These events are now
represented by several points along the line, an improvement over the
earlier two-point straight-line representation. The technique has
also increased the accuracy and rapidity with which previously diffi-
cult vertices can be measured.
3.3 CSX-I Programming
A new CSX-I machine language assembler, SACRE, designed to
facilitate coding, editing, and debugging of large programs is now
available. A by-product of a SACRE assembly is a relocatable BCD-
version of the program which may itself be edited and separately
loaded into core.
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3.4 New Equipment
A method of sequencing the control unit of a digital device
that involves storing the desired operations in flip-flops prior to
the execution of the operations is believed to have several desirable
characteristics. A control so designed has small cut-sets and thus
lends itself well to diagnosis of malfunction and is also amenable to
modification. Being an iterative structure, such a control requires
only small circuit fan-out and short interconnections between circuits.
The latter characteristics are particularly desirable when high-speed
circuit operation is required.
The group is engaged in the design and fabrication of a
device that uses this principle of control sequencing and employs
digital circuits with transition times of less than +
_e. nanoseconds.
The equipment is to be used in gathering data from plasma-physics
experiments and consists of three registers which share a common adder.
During any input cycle, the two data registers may be either incre-
mented, incremented and decremented, or not modified, depending upon
inputs from the experiment. The third register serves as a clock and
is incremented by one count for each data sample. For the immediate
application, the function of this device could be achieved by five
counters. However, the equipment being constructed is to have special
features of operating convenience and maintainability and is believed
to require fewer components than counters built to ordinary computer
standards.
R. Trogdon
J. B. Cruz, Jr.
W. R. Perkins
S. D. Agashe
M. S. Davies
4. CONTROLSYSTEMS
H. Hoyt
T. J. Killian
T. E. Mueller
M. Schoenberger
R. Werner
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4.1 Parameter Variations in Control Systemst
A proof was developed for a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for non-increase of finite-time energy of signals mapped by a
linear time-invariant causal operator. This work was carried out in
collaboration with I. W. Sandberg of Bell Telephone Laboratories. The
condition was derived earlier as a sufficient condition for a linear
time-invariant multivariable feedback control system to be less sensi-
+_,,_ +_o_ °_ =_,,_,_]_n_ nn_, ]oon _vstem with the same nominal transfer-
function matrix.
Digital computer programs will be developed for incorporating
the criterion in synthesis procedures. Preliminary programming has
been carried out by T. E. Mueller and M. Schoenberger.
W. Ro Perkins
J. B. Cruz, Jr.
4.2 Optimal Control and Sensitivity Considerationst
Investigation continues into the problem of minimizing a
performance index averaged over a range of plant parameters, under the
tportions of this work were supported by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research under Grant No. AFOSR 931.65.
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restriction that the controller does not know the values of these
parameters, but only a statistical estimate of them. The restriction
that the control law maynot dependexplicitly on somevariable para-
meter in the dynamic equations is a principal stumbling block in the
development of an analytical theory. This is because, while the de-
sired control law will likely have an implicit dependenceon the
variable parameters through feedback, there is no general theory for
determining optimal control in feedback form. Many conventional tech-
niques for determining a feedback control law dependon the idea that
the feedback is merely another way of producing the optimal open-loop
control function u(t). This concept does not extend, however, to prob-
lems where the controller does not have complete information about all
paramctcr_ in the system. The np_m_l op_n-ioon control is a function
u(t) which optimizes the performance based on a priori estimates of the
trajectories at each instant of time. However, by the addition of
feedback, the controller can utilize actual observations of the tra-
jectories, as well as a priori estimates, and the resulting performance
index will usually be lower than that obtained without observation of
the trajectories.
Because the optimal controller will require feedback and
there is no analytic theory for solving such problems in feedback form,
one is led to seek approximate solutions.
One such approach is to assume the control law has a specified
form with undetermined constants; for example, a polynomial in the
feedback variables with coefficients to be determined. This approach
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was tried on a linear system with quadratic loss function° This example
was chosen because an optimal control law could be obtained analyti-
cally and could be used for comparison. The optimal control law,
however, is determined for particular values of plant parameters. In
general, performance will not remain optimal as parameters vary°
This examplewas studied on a computer by assuming a poly-
nomial in the feedback variables and determining the coefficients so
that the average value of the performance index is minimized° The
minimization was achieved by meansof a gradient technique. Of course,
use of a higher-order polynomial would usually obtain an improvement
in performance, but at the cost of increased computing time. The ques-
tion of howmany terms to include cannot be answered in advance, and
this is a drawback of this approach. In the example studied, a greatest
lower bound could be obtained to be used as a standard to determine
when to terminate the approximation process.
The most interesting result of this study is that, for the
example considered, a nonlinear control law was better than a linear
system in dealing with parameter uncertainty, even though a linear
feedback system would have been optimal for fixed parameters.
The greatest deficiencies in this method are the lack of any
guide to choosing the approximating functions and the absence of a
theory about the degradation in performance from choosing a small number
of terms in the approximating sequence.
Work continues on the developmentof more general procedures
to attack the problem.
T. J. Killian
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4.3 Synthesis of Interconnected Linear Time-Varying Systemst
A simple method for the description of interconnected linear
time-varying differential systems in composite state-vector form has
been developed. A synthesis method utilizing these composite-state
equations has been found. The method requires neither the solution of
time-varying differential equations nor the complicated manipulation
of time-varying operators. Application of the method to the design of
feedback control systems has been made°
will be described elsewhere.
The details of the technique
W. R. Perkins
4.4 Time-Lag Systemst
During this quarter, computer programs were written to solve
the equations for the optimal linear regulator problem on the CDC 1604.
....J =.... _oT ..... + _-O_I. _ =,,hm_ _O a technicalA paper wa_ pL=p=L=u _LU_L _V ......... ....... on
journal. Also, an interesting relation was derived for the optimal
%
regulator problem where the constraints are linear differential-
difference equations. This relation provides a new means of deriving
the Riccati equation. The derivation is given below°
The necessary and sufficient conditions for minimizing
J = J [_2,_xT(q)Q_x(_)+ ½uT(q)Ru(q)}do ,
t
tportions of this work were supported by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research under Grant No. AFOSR 931.65.
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with
i(o) = Ax(o) + Bx(c_-T)+ Cu(o), t_<o<_ t I ,
and x(s) given for t - T _<s _<t, and_x(tl) free, are the following:
i(o) = Ax(o) + Bx(_-T) + CR-IcTx(cy), t < _ < tl,
i(o) = -ATk(o) - BT_(o+T)+ 0x(o), t < o < tl-T,
i(O) = -ATx((_) + Qx(o), tl-T < o < t I,
(i)
(2)
(3)
= ~°,
u(o) --R'lcTx(o),
(4)
t < o <. tI, (5)
x(s) given t-T _< s < t . (6)
Consider the following identity with (I) through (61) satisfied:
_T(tl)x(tl) xT(t)x(t)__ -XT(t)x(t)__ =
tI t1
_ {kr(°)x(°)]d(__. ~ = _ {iT (°)x (°)~ ~ + _xT ((_)x(o) ]d<__ =
t t
tI t1
{xT(°)Q_x(O) + XJ(o)eR-IcT!(o)}do + _ _r(o)Bx(°-_) do
t t
t 1
- 7 _T(o+T)B^xx(c_)dc_ .
t
(7)
_ueller, T. E., "Optimal Control of Linear Systems with Time
Lag," Technical Report No. R-254, Coordinated Science Laboratory,
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
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The last two integrals in (7) combine to yield f _kT(o+T)Bx(o)d_'._
Therefore (7) becomes t-_
t
-kT(t)x(t)-._._ 7 ._xT(s+T)Bx(s)ds._ =
t-T
t 1
t
41
(8)
The right-hand side of (8) is identified as twice the minimum of J
starting with the given initial conditions (6). Therefore (8) gives
the minimum of the performance _ndex in terms of the initial conditions
and the multipliers. It is
where J
t
kT 7 xT *-½ (t)x(t)- ½ (s+_)Bx(s)ds = J (x(s),t) , (9)
t-T
is the minimum of the performance index for given x(s), with
t-,_ _" s " _ =....+_... f_ r_n b_ ,,sed for derivin_ the Riccati equa-
..7. " _, _'I ....... _-i ....
tion when B is a matrix of zeros. Let ._k(cY)= P(_)x(cy)_ for t _< cy _< tI
where P is symmetric, then (8) becomes
T _IxT CR- IcTp
x (t)P(t)x(t)+_ (_)[Q+P(o) (_)]x(c)d_ = 0 ,
t
Let _(_,t) be the transition matrix of
(1o)
"tcT_( )] ( )
_(a) = [A+CR _ x _ , (11)
with x(t) given. Then (I0) becomes
tI
f(t)[P(t)+_ _T(o,t)[Q+e(cy)CR-IcTp(o)]_(cy,t)do]_(t) -- 0 ,
t
(12)
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for all _(t). The bracketed matrix is symmetric, therefore
t I
P(t)+_ _T(o,t)[Q+p(o)CR-IcTp(o)]_ (_,t)do = 0 .
t
Differentiating (13), there results
(13)
P (t)-Q-P (t)CR" IcTp (t) +
But one has
_I_T(o't)[Q+P((_)CR-IcTp(o)]_ (o,t)dc_ +
_t
t
tI
_-_T (_, t )[Q+P (c_)CR- icTp (cy)j__5 (o'tt')do.
t
(14)
t)
= -_ (_, t)[A+CR- IcTp (t)]
_t (t5)
or
P(t)-Q-P(t)CR"IcTp(t)+[AT+p(t)CR-IcT]p(t)
+P(t)[A+CR-IcTp(t)] , (16)
-P(t) = ATp+P(t)A+P(t)CR-IcTp(t)-Q . (17)
Equation (17) is the Riccati equation for this problem, and (13)
yields P(tl) = 0.
T. E. Mueller
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4.5 Stability of Nonlinear Systemst
Investigation has been continued on sufficient conditions
for the stability of a nonlinear system containing several nonlinear
elements. A Liapunov function of the form "quadratic of the states
plus integral of the nonlinearity" leads to a frequency-domain cri-
terion reducible to that of Popov in the case of a single nonlinearity.
Work at present is concentrated on showing that this criterion is a
sufficient condition for the existence of certain quantities used in
establishing the negative definiteness of the time derivative of the
Liapunov function.
M. S. Davies
4.6 Sub-optimal Control_
The solution to the optimal control problem involving a
linear time-invariant system and quadratic performance index with fixed-
terminal time is time-varying linear feedback. The sub-optimal solu-
tion, in which the feedback is constrained to be linear and time-
invariant, is presently being investigated. The results for Ist and
2nd order examples indicate that there is little to be gained by using
the time-varying feedback, which is difficult to implement. Numerical
procedures for higher-order systems will also be investigated.
Analytic solutions to the optimal control problem involving
a linear system and quartic performance index with infinite terminal
tPortions of this work were supported by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research under Grant No. AFOSR 931.65.
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time have not been found. Rekasius has developed a sub-optimal
procedure, but, as my results show,muchbetter results can be ob-
tained. A computer program is almost completed for determining the
best linear, time-invariant control for an arbitrary linear system
and arbitrary quartic performance index.
M. Schoenberger
4.7 Computer-Oriented Formulation and Solution of the Optima]
Control Problemt
Consider the usual fixed-end-point optimal control problem.
In a given class of control functions, to each of which corresponds a
solution of the differential equation system
_(t) = f(x(t),u(t),t) , (i)
such that
X(to) = Xo , x(tf) = xf ,
where t , tf,o _o' _f are given, find a control function which minimizes
the performance index
tf
J = _ f (_x(_),u(_),_)d_ .
o
t
o
(2)
In very few cases, a closed-form expression for such an
optimal control can be obtained, either explicitly as a function of
time only, in terms of familiar functions such as the algebraic and
tportions of this work were supported by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research under Grant No. AFOSR 931.65.
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exponential functions, or in feedback form, ioe., as familiar functions
of the state vector x.
The maximumprinciple reduced the above problem to a two-
point boundary-value problem with a non-differential inequality
constraint on the state, control, and adjoint vectors, and system (I)
and the system of adjoint differential equations as differential
constraints° Every solution of the two-point boundary-value problem
so far obtained has required an integration, and most often, iterated
integration of the state and adjoint equations, necessitating recourse
to the digital computer.
To solve a differential equation system on a digital computer,
a discrete multistep analog of it is set up, either explicitly, before
programming the problem, or implicitly, via the program itself° These
considerations lead to the following question: Can one take account
of the fact that a digital computer has to be used at one stage or the
other?
Attempts are being madeto answer this question, resulting
in a computer-oriented formulation and solution of the optimal control
problem. Efforts are being madeto improve on dynamic programmingand
other discretization techniques°
S. D. Agash_
D. L. Bitzer
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5ol Introductiont
The purpose of the PLATO project has been to develop an
automatic computer-controlled teaching system of sufficient flexibility
to permit experimental evaluation of a large variety of ideas in auto-
matic instruction including simultaneous tutoring of a large number of
students in a variety of subjects. The PLATO system differs from most
teaching systems in that the power of a large digital computer is
available to teach each student since one such computer controls all
student stations° The project work has fallen into three categories,
no two of which are wholly separate from each other: (I) development
of the tools for research; (2) learning and teaching research; (3) pro-
"'_v_s_L_o_ a pro_n_vnp_v_j__For multi-student teaching machineso An ever-
increasing amount of the time of the PLATO staff is also spent demon-
strating the PLATO system to technical visitors and colleagues° In
*CSL consultants°
tportions of this work were supported by the Advanced
Research Projects Agency through the Office of Naval Research under
Contract Nonr-3985(08).
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all the categories of its research, the PLATOgroup has interacted
frequently with various other groups at the University of Illinois
that are concerned with curriculum studies, college teaching, and
behavioral science research.
5.2 PLATO III System Equipment
During this quarter, work continued in the development and
construction of circuitry required for the realization of a 20-student
station teaching system°
Student-station circuitry constructed to date incl-des that
required for the full operation of I0 student stations° Construction
of the remaining to complete the 20-student-station system continues
and is expected to be completed after November, 1965o
Developmental work requ_ed to update present system
circuitry or to provide new system facilities continues to be under
study. Included are transistor deflection-circuits that will replace
existing vacuum-tube types operating in storage-tube and flying-spot
scanner equipments, and audio-storage circuits to provide for random-
access audio=readout c_pability for all student stations in the PLATO
teaching system.
Bo Voth
5.3 Plasma-Discharge Display-Tube Research
The purpose of the plasma display-device is to develop an
inexpensive replacement for the present student storage-tube system°
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This quarter, tubes were constructed with different widths and hole
diameters. Preliminary analysis of the data indicates that the minimum_
permissible operation voltages occur when the hole radius and the cell
thickness are equal. Work is continuing on the investigation of the
memorymechanism. Various gas additives have been t_ied, and in somecases
separation between the firing and sustaining voltages of I00 per cent
have been observed.
investigated.
Cells as small as o01 inch by .02 inch have been
R. Wo Willson
5.4 PLATO Learnin$ and Teachin$ Research
5.4.1 A New PLATO Tutorial Teaching Lo$ic. Major changes
have been made in the teaching logic developed during the spring
semester, 1965, for the section of the course in circuit analysis,
EE 322, given using the PLATO teaching logic (see 5.4°2). The logic
provided the students with the ability to read material, answer ques-
tions with constructed responses_ ask for help, plot graphical results
that were dependent upon their own parameter inputs, and make comments°
The logic with its modifications has proved general enough to teach
lesson material in other areas than circuit analysis so it is now known
as the new PLATO Tutorial Logic. It has been used for both the course
in FORTRAN Prosrammin$ for Commerce Students and the course in How to
Use the Library (see 5.4.6 and 5°4°7)°
' t
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The major changes in the logic program include the following:
(I) The maximum length of an answer has been extended from
14 characters to 69 characters° Answers longer than 69 characters may
be plotted on the screen, but will not be stored in the student bank_
(2) A spelling judger in addition to other judges has been
added. For a misspelled answer_ "SF' will be plotted next to the answer
when judged, instead of "NO."
(3) Lesson parameters can now be stacked up on one magnetic
tape instead of ....._ ....._n_ one tape for each set of parameterSo
(4) There is now a second way to introduce lesson parameters
into the program. Instead of putting parameters on-line from the
keyset, a paper parameter-tape can be prepared on the flexowriter and
then read into the computer along with the master program.
Mo Walker
5.4.2 Electrical En$ineering 322 - Circuit Analysis° A new
set of PLATO lesson materials for the electrical engineering course,
EE 322, is being written with half the course having been completed during
this quarter° The new set of lessons will teach the complete course
using the PLATO system in contrast to last semester_s procedure of
one-half the course with PLATO, one-half in the classroom° The students
will meet four hours a week° Three hours will be spent using PLATO
with the remaining hour being used for hour exams and problem-discussion
sessions. No complete class section will be taught using the PLATO
system until the second semester of 1965-66, at which time the
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additional ten PLATOstations will be operative. Experimental groups
of students will be tested this fall, however, using various portions
of the EE 322 course materials (see also 5.4.1).
S. K. Chan
5.4.3 TEXT-TESTER. As a result of preliminary reports
during the spring, the generalized, student controlled, PLATO teaching
logic called TEXT-TESTER has been completed, except for annotations and
minor modifications. As only one of its multiple uses, TEXT-TESTER is
now being adapted for use with a Braillewriter (braille typewriter) in
order to experiment with training sighted volunteers to transcribe
printed materials, exams, etc., for blind students.
An adapter has been built to sense braille characters and
transmit them to the computer, and special subroutines for plotting
braille characters have been prepared° Although eventually it seems
likely that the difficulties of automatizing the transcription process
will be overcome, the training of sighted volunteer braillists mean-
while is an active concern of the University Rehabilitation Center and
appears to provide an opportunity for experimentation with PLATO in
the training of a technical skill.
An inquiry-type program_ TEXT DOPE, to permit authors to
examine student responses to TEXT-TESTER is being coded.
A. Easley
Jo Easley
Wo Golden
J. Hicks
J. Kraatz
Bo Wilson
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q
5.4.4 PROOF. The program called PROOF, which is a generalized
version of an old ILLIAC-language program, is nearing completion° It
is hoped that it may be ready for use with University High School UICSM
mathematics classes this winter.
H. Gelder
Wo Golden
T. Smith
5.4.5 ARITHDRILLo The new teaching logic that provides
timed drill in arithmetic with repetitions controlled individually by
pupil success has been revised. This program, called ARITHDRILL, is
expected to be used in connection with UICSM classes this fall.
J. Gilpin
B. Wilson
5.4.6 FORTRAN Programming for Business Students. The purpose
of this experiment is to investigate programmed methods for teaching
computer programming using the FORTRAN language. Particular emphasis
is being placed upon an investigation of the types of difficulties
faced by business students while learning to program computers.
During the past semester a major portion of the teaching
material was deve!oped_ Using the new PLATO Tutorial Logic, the para-
meters were put on tape and tested. Two groups of elementary accounting
students worked through the first ten units. The data derived as a
by-product of student actions are currently being analyzed in prepara-
tion for additional trials during the fall of 1965.
M. Uretsky
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5.4.7 Library Science 195. A course, "Introduction to the
Use of the Library,_'_nown as the LIBUSE program)has been written for
the PLATO system this summer and will be ready to test during the fall
semester. The course consists of fourteen units and covers the content
of Library Science 195, a course on how to use the library°
During the months of _uly and August, eight test runs were
made on various units. As a result of these test runs the needs were
evident for a spelling judger and the inclusion of the selective-erase,
in addition to the total-erase, facility. Subroutines for these effects
were subsequently added to the new PLATO Tutorial Logic.
The library-science course will be the first credit course
at the University of Illinois to be completely taught using the PLATO
system.
M. Axeen
5.4.8 Learning snd Retention of Verbal Materials. During
June and July, 60 subjects participated in an experiment on retention
of conceptual material, begun during the previous quarter. The flexi-
bility of the PLATO system allowed individualized subject treatment
and complete automatic recording of the data° Except for one power
failure, data was accumulated smoothly° Data analysis is in progress°
W. E. Montague
C. Eo Webber
J. Ao Adams
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5.4.9 VERBOSE Program. The PLATO program, VERBOSE, was
developed as an exercise in the use of the CONNECT feature of the
PLATO compiler, CATO, and as a first step toward more general PLATO
programs that would be useful in studying the structure of concepts.
The VERBOSE program records the keyset activities of two
subjects, A and S. Subject S generates a string of (stimulus and
response) words by partially free association, after A gives him the
first word° The screen for S displays the last word that has been
added to the string of words and a new word as he types it. The
screen for A displays the last two words in the string of words and
the link word that he types. The link word is supposed to indicate in
some way the relationship that A sees between these last two words°
Each types a "period" to indicate "end of word." Each is guided by
instructions on PLATO slides.
Design of the VERBOSE program suggested a method of analysis
of mode states and mode transitions in PLATO programs that use CONNECT.
The VERBOSE program and a few simple results of this analysis are
described in CSL Report 1-129.
B. Hicks
F. Propst
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Fo Steinrisser
6ol Pumping Speed of Getter-lon Pumpst
Experiments under better controlled conditions were continued°
In this quarter we aimed at two goals: I) reproducfbility of pumping
speed V So time curves, and 2) measurement of electric pump currents
down to the lowest pressures obtainable°
To reproduce pumping-speed measurements it is necessary to
keep the parameters constant both during the measurements and from one
measurement to another° One of these parameters is the pressure at
the pump side of the system which should stay constant within about
I0 per cent. It has been found that Granville-Phillips Automatic
Pressure Controller maintains the pressure constant within a few per
cent for many days at pressures above IXlO -I0 Torr even with strongly
changing pumping speeds° It has been found that the initial pumping
speed of the same pump with the same gas (N2 was used only) changes
considerably, depending upon the previous treatment of the pump°
After every pumping-speed measurement, the pump is bombarded for
several hours with N2 at such a pressure that the power input is 50 to
I00 Watts° This procedure serves to erase the "memory" of the pump°
When the whole system is then brought to a very low pressure in the
tportions of this work were supported by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Grant NsG 376°
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usual way (see preceding progress report_ "Bakeout Procedures for
Small Ultrahigh VacuumSystems")_ the initial pumping speed of the
pump(and of the clean system_) is high° It decreases with time to a
fraction of its initial value° Whenthe system is exposed to air,
after erasing the pumpmemory_the initial pumping speed is quite low,
increases with time, and decreases again° The "long term" pumping
speed approaches the samevalue for different treatments and different
pressures° More measurementsare necessary to understand the mechanism
leading to the observed time dependenceof the pumping speed°
The electric pumpcurrent I, together with pressure p and
pumping speed s, gives the ratio of molecules pumpedper charge trans-
ported, ps/lo To measure I with a regular Keithley micro-microammeter,
a shielded battery-power supply was built° The leakage current is less
than I×I0-10A at 7 kVo This corresponds to I×I0 ®12 Torr pressure if
the sensitivity of the pumpis constant over the whole pressure range°
Leakage currents in the previously used battery-power supply were Ewo
ordem of magnitude higher°
Work with experimental p_mps, ioe_, getter-ion pumpswith hot-
filament electron sources_ was discontinued° These pumpswere primarily
built for very low-pressure operation° Even low-temperature filaments
caused so muchadditional outgassing due to an elevated temperature of
the surroundings that the net pumping speed decreased° At higher pres-,
sures (10-7 to 10-8 Torr), the pumpmodels showedtheir optimum pumping
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speed at very low anode voltage. The resulting speed was very small
(a few per cent) compared to regular pumpsof the samesize, and the
addition of electrons increased it by a factor of two in the best case.
7o PLASMAPHYSICS
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7.1 Boltzmann Equation
The translational relaxation (or "pseudo-shock") problem,
that was solved numerically during the previous several quarters, has
now been described in CSL Report R-236. This report has been revised
for submittal to Arnold Nordsieck as co-author with Bruce Lo Hicks
before it is submitted to The Physics of Fluids. This research will
also be described at the October meeting of the American Physical
Society.
Understanding of the sources and magnitudes of the errors in
the Monte Carlo method is essential to the success of our future
Boltzmann studies° We have therefore made a careful evaluation of
these errors during the past quarter for the "hot" side of a shock
wave. It has been possible to resolve the total error into its random
and systematic parts° A similar, but shorter, analysis of errors on
the cold side is being made which should show how these two errors
depend upon Monte Carlo sample size and upon interval size°
Professor Go A° Bird (who is Chairman of the Department of
Aeronautics, The University of Sydney) visited Hicks and Yen on August 25
to discuss our Monte Carlo techniques. We plan to compare our Monte
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Carlo (pseudo-shock) results directly with Bird's results, which will
be obtained by an entirely different Monte Carlo method that is faster
but less accurate than ours.
B. Hicks
1,2
7.2 Linear Plasma Betatron
A new tube has been installed in the LoPoBo The main dif-
ferences between it and the previous tube 2 are heavier B Z windings
(1650 Gauss available with new firing circuit), heavier shielding of
shim brass around tube, and a movable B probe (Fig. 7.1).
7.2.1 Runaway Current. In this experiment, a collector
picks up electrons which have passed through a small orifice in the
anode. _ This experiment has been done throughout the pres-
sure range of 29 to 96 microns for condensor bank voltages of 6 and 8
kVo At both voltages there is a marked reduction in runaway current
above 50 microns.
.... 7.2.2 B_. By looking at the integrated output of the B%0
coil the magnetic field in the _ direction can be obtained. This can
give both the current distribution and the variation of the electric
field with radius. Fig. 7.2 _nuw_.......one set of ....._I_=.......o_ _h_ experi-
ment. In this particular case the electric field varies about 40 Volts/cm
from the surface to the axis of the discharge, which is reasonably
small compared to the 325 V/cm at the surface.
iprogress Report for March, April, May, 1964.
2progress Report for September, October, November, 1964.
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Fig. 7.2. Runaway Current and Axial Magnetic Field°
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7.2.3 lon-Acoustic Oscillations° It has been proposed that
ion-acoustic oscillations have a very strong effect on the conductivity
3
of a plasma. It also appears that they may give the electrons a
double-humped distribution whereupon electron-plasma oscillations would
be able to build up and stop runaway. For this reason oscillations in
the conduction current are being investigated. The approximate response
of the system can be seen in Fig. 7.3. Fig. 7.4 shows typical results°
At low condensor-bank voltages, oscillations_do not build up and the
current rises to a higher value as in II in Fig. 7.4. If the condensor
voltage is raised slightly, the oscillations do build up, giving the
output shown in the upper drawing of Fig. 7°4 (for two different values
of f ) and there is a drastic change in the rate of rise of conduction
o
current 12 . These measurements indicate the oscillations are in the
50 to I00 megacycle range° We tentatively attribute them to ion-
acoustic oscillations.
2
7.2.4 Electron Energy° As stated previously, the electron
energy will be observed by detecting X-rays from a tungsten target upon
which they impinge. This has just begun, but an early result indicates
that they have voltages as high as I0 kevo which would mean that they
had +........ A +_ w _I= length _ _he _,,h_
In the following months the experiments mentioned will be
continued and an effort to measure the electron density will be made°
Co Mendel
3Field and Fried, Phys° of Fluids 7, 1937 (1964) o
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Fig° 7.3° Oscillation Pickup Response°
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Fig. 7°4° Current Oscillations and,Conduction Current.
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7.3 Electron Beam-Plasma Interaction
The excitation of plasma oscillations due to electron beam-
plasma interaction has gained considerable interest during the past
years. These instabilities are of practical interest for the amplifi-
cation or excitation of microwaves, for the injection of charged
particles into magnetic traps and for the heating of a plasma°
Besides, this instability is important for all experiments with "run-
away electrons." Apart from these applications, beam-plasma interactions
serve as an important tool for the understanding of the plasma behavior°
From the large number of theoretical papers dealing with
beam-plasma interactions only a few basic publications shall be men-
tioned here° Bohm and Gross, 4 als0 Akhiezer and Fainberg 5 developed
the first useful theories using linear equations for small signals° A
6
new version of this linear theory was given by Imshennik and Morozov°
At large oscillation amplitudes the linear theory fails and one has to
use a quasilinear approach (Drummond and Pines 7) or even a nonlinear
theory (Shapiro8)o While all theories consider either an infinite
_
D. Bohm and E° Gross_ rL_y_ Rev. 75, _ t_o/,a_
5A. I. Akhiezer and Ya° B. Fainberg, Soy. Phys., JETP 21,
1262 (1951).
6V. So Imshennik and Yu0 Io Morozov, Soy. Phys. Techo Physo 6,
464 (1961).
7W. Eo Drummond and D. Pines_ Report No. 134_ Conference on
Plasma Physics, Salzburg (1961)o
8V. D. Shapiro, Soy° Phys., JETP 17, 416 (1963)o
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beam-plasma system with one-dimensional variations in all quantities,
or a finite beam and plasma in a finite, axial magnetic field, Fainberg
9
and Shapiro recently published a quasilinear theory for a semi-
infinite plasma° It can be said that, due to the theoretical effort,
the beam-plasma instability is a reasonable well understood phenomenon°
Unfortunately, the experimental confirmation of these theories
is far from being satisfactory. It is shown experimentally that the
electron beam in passing a plasma and exciting oscillations loses
energy (Berezin, Fainberg et al.10), and that the beam becomes dis-
rupted when the oscillations become violent (Gettvll)o. High frequency
12,13
oscillations are also detected by means of probes or antennas,
but there is no confirmation if and how the oscillation amplitude de-
pends on the ratio of beam to plasma density as predicted by the
theories, no exact measurements of the energy distribution of the
electron beam after it has interacted with the plasma, and no experi-
mental clue as to how the interaction depends on the plasma temperature
and the thermal spread of the beam° Also, all experiments so far are
9yao B =_-_ ..... _ q_o_ ¢_, Phys JETP 20, _q7
(1965)o
IOA. K° Berezin, Ya. B. Fainberg, et al._ Plasma Phys• Accel.
Thermonuclo Reso_4, 291 (1962)o
IIw. D. Getty, Thesis, MIT (1963)o
12G. D° Boyd, Ro Wo Gould, and L. Mo Field, Phys. Revo 109,
1393 (1958); Proc. IRE 49, 12, 204 (1961).
131_ F. Kharchenko, Ya. B. Fainberg, et al., SOVo Physo-Techo
Phys. 9, 798 (1964)o
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done with a beam-generated plasma° The plasma density therefore is
not constant during the time the beamis switched Ono Finally, in
most experiments the beamis confined by a longitudinal magnetic field,
which makes the interpretation of the experimental results more complex
because of the coupling between longitudinal and transversal modesin
a magnetic field.
In the present experiment, we intend to study the frequency
distribution of the electron density fluctuations after the instability
has developed into a steady turbulent state° To this end we measure
the scattering of microwaves by electron density fluctuations resulting
from these instabilities and the frequency distribution of the noise
radiated by the beamenhancedplasma oscillations. Our long-range
plans are to time-resolve the instability and to study the transition
between the stable and the unstable state. Further plans call for the
use of higher frequency microwave equipment in order to be able to
measure the angular distribution of the scattered radiation. This
would give us information about the wave-numberdependenceof the
fluctuation spectrum°
Microwave-scattering experiments are not used as a diagnostic
technique for laboratory plasmas for the following reason: In a stable
plasma the scattering of electromagnetic waves is due to the thermal
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density fluctuations of the plasma14'15'16'17'18. The total scattering
cross section per electron is half of that calculated for scattering
2 with r being the classical electronfrom a free electron, namely ½ro, o
radius. The scattered signal contains a doppler-broadened peak around
the incident frequency and two peaks at the incident frequency plus or
minus the plasma frequency which contain a small fraction of the total
scattered power. In a typical laboratory experiment, where one is
mainly concerned with the scattering at the plasma frequency, the
scattered power is of the order of 10-24 watts per cycle, so that
sophisticated meansof detection are necessary.
In an unstable plasma, like the one generated by an electron
b_am, the oscillation amplitude will exceed the amplitude of the thermal
fluctuations. Therefore, the scattering cross section can be expected
to be several orders of magnitude bigger than in the equilibrium case,
and we should be able to detect the scattered power with a conventional
microwave receiver°
(1960)o
(1962).
14j. p. Dougherty and D° T° Farley, Proco Roy° Soc. A259, 79
15E. Eo Salpeter, PhysoRevoI_20, 1528 (1960)o
16jo A. Fejer, Can. Jo Phys. 38_ 1114 (1960)o
17M. N. Rosenbluth and No Rostocker, Phys. Fluids 5, 776
18D. C. Montgomery and Do Ao Tidman, Plasma Kinetic Theorz,
New York (1964).
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In our experiment, we want the plasma density to be inde-
pendent of the beamcurrent° This can be done by injecting the beam
into an externally created plasma and choosing the gas pressure, the
beamcurrent, and beamenergy in such a way that the additional ioni-
zation due to the beamremains small comparedwith the primary electron
density. Wedecided to use a pulsed plasma and to perform the experi-
ment in the afterglow because, in this way, the plasma density can be
madehigh enough (up to 1013 electrons/cm 3) and the density can be
varied conveniently by changing the delay time between discharge pulse
and beampulse.
X-band microwave equipment and receiver are being used; that
means that if we want to detect plasma oscillations and set the receiver
frequency at 9 kmc, the plasma density is 1012elo/cm3° Wewant the
beam-plasmasystem to be reasonably unstable so that we can detect the
oscillations, but the amplitude should stay in the limits of the
quasilinear theory. To fulfill these conditions, the beamelectron
density should be a factor 103 to 104 smaller than the plasma electron
density. Therefore, assuming a beamdiameter of I cm and a beam
energy of 20 kV, the beamcurrent should be of the order of amperes.
Fig. 7.5 shows schematically the experimental setup° The
vacuum system contains the electron-gun section, magnetic focusing,
plasma, and analyzer section. It can be evacuated to a pressure better
-6than I0 Torr. Between the gun and the focusing section a tube 0.31"
inner diameter 2-1/2" long, and between the plasma and the analyzer
section a tube 3/4" inner diameter 5" long are located to allow
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differential pumping, For example, with a neon pressure of 30 microns
in the plasma section_ the pressure around the electron gun stays
below 10 -4 Torro This is essential because to both gun and analyzer
sections, voltages up to 25 kV are applied° The focusing section con-
sists of a 1-1/4" IoDo stainless steel tube 6" long, which simultaneously
acts as the anode for the discharge° The Pyrex plasma tube is 15"
long with an IoDo of 1-5/8"o A neon discharge is being used because
it is easy to fire and the decay time is reasonably longo In order to
be able to work with low neon-pressures or to use hydrogen, a liquid-
cooled hot cathode was installed° The amount of gas flowing into the
system is controlled by an automatic pressure controller to ensure a
constant pressure in the system°
A Pierce-type gun is used to produce a high-current electron
beam° Although the dimensions of the device are very critical, it is
relatively easy to build because there is no need for auxiliary focus-
ing electrodes or magnets° Fig° 7°6 shows the cathode and anode
assembly of the gun° The spherical shape of the cathode surface
together with the focusing cylinder (cathode and focusing cylinder are
on the same potential) and the conical shape of the anode aperture pro `°
vide a strongly focusing effect° The focusing condition is fulfilled
only for one acceleration voltage° But because in our constr_ction
the cathode-anode separation can be varied externally, the gun operates
satisfactorily in a range from 5 to 25 kVo The electron-emitting
surface of the cathode has to withstand ion bombardment and repeated
P_S_ 71
ELECTRON GUN DETAIL
,375
.2
25 °
•-----2.5 ------,'b-------
Fig. 7.6. Electron Gun Detail. i) Molybdenum cylinder. 2) Titanium
cathode cylinder. 3) Lanthanum boride. 4) Tungsten fila-
ment. 5) Alumina. 6) Boron nitrite. 7) Anode.
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opening to air. Weuse pure Lanthanumhexa-boride because its
emissivity is of the order of ampere/cm3 at temperatures of 1200°C
and it does not becomepoisoned by air. The cathode cylinder is
madeout of titanium, since the diffusion rate of boron into this
material is small comparedwith other metals. Lanthanumhexa-boride
sticks on no surface, but grooves in the surface of the cathode cup
provide a mechanical hold. The heater is a flat spiral madeout of
30 mil tungsten wire. The power necessary to heat the cathode to
1200°C is 250 watts. The magnetic field of the heater spiral has a
strongly defocusing effect. This can be avoided by heating with ac
and pulsing the gun at the time the heater current goes through zero.
The duration of the beamis set on 2_ sec. During this time the
plasma density changes about 5 per cent for the plasma densities we
are interested in (1012 el./cm3) o The electron gun just described
is capable of delivering an electron beamof 2 ampereat 24 kVo
The focusing magnet (Fig. 7.5) forces the electrons to traverse
the plasma section in a parallel beamof approximately 3/8" diameter.
For the measurementof the beamenergy distribution an
electrostatic analyzer using a stopping potential was built. The
accuracy turned out to be only + 500 Volts° It will be necessary to
use a different type of analyzer, probably an electrostatic deflec-
tion type.
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Fig. 7.7 shows the microwave equipment and the pulse logic
used in the experiment° The line-synchronized 15 c/sec square wave
generator provides the reference signal for the lock-in amplifier and
a starting trigger pulse for the pulsers° The trigger signal is
passed through a 0 to 0oi _sec delay line. With this delay the trig-
ger phase can be changedwith respect to the line phase and the beam
current can be maximized. The second delay line (0 to i000 _sec) is
used to choose a certain plasma density for the experiment by changing
the time elapsing between plasma and beampulse.
For the scattering experiment a CoW.highpower microwave
signal (2 Watt, 8.5 kmc) is propagated radially through the plasma tube°
The scattered signal or the noise signal is picked up by a microwave
horn and passed through a high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of
9°0 kmc, which, for the scattering experiment, rejects stray signals
of 8°5 kmc. These microwave signals are then mixed in a magic tee with
another microwave signal from a local oscillator° The sumand difference
frequencies are amplified in a preamplifier and a main amplifier of
I00 mc center frequency and 4 mc bandwidth° The total gain of the
amplifiers is I00 dB° The noise figure is 17 dB. The video signal of
the main amplifier can either be monitored on an oscilloscope, or can
be fed into a lock-in amplifier to integrate the signal. Stray signals
from the plasma pulser are picked up by the receiver and, becauseof
the high gain of the amplifiers, exceeds the signal of interest several
times in amplitude. This does not disturb the visual observation on
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the scope since at least i00 _sec elapses between the plasma and beam
pulse. On the other hand, for the repetition frequency of 15 c/sec
this phase difference is so small that the stray signal is monitored
by the lock-in amplifier° To get rid of this signal, a linear gate
that opens only during the time the beamis switched on is inserted
between the main amplifier and the lock-in amplifier.
The experimental setup described in this report is ready for
use, and preliminary measurementsare underway.
H. Bohmer
7.4 lon Oscillations in a Weakly Turbulent Plasma
When a plasma is unstable for the electron-plasma oscillation,
this growing oscillation will act to distort the velocity-distribution
function in such a way that the system approaches to a weakly turbulent
state. This feedback effect of the growing oscillation, however, may
affect also the spatially inhomogeneous part of the distribution func-
tion which is varying on a longer time scale compared to the period of
the electron-plasma oscillation° A typical example of such spatial
inhomogeneity is the ion oscillation in an electron-ion plasma. There-
fore, generalizing the quasilinear approximation to a spatially inhomo-
geneous system_ we have undertaken to examine characteristics of the
ion oscillation in an electron-ion plasma in the presence of the high-
frequency turbulent fluctuation°
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The kinetic behavior of a low density and high temperature
electron-ion plasma can be described by the Vlasov equation
5F e _F
_ Eo_.__
_t + voVF +-- = O, (c_= e,i)
_ t m _vot
(la)
_oE = 4_ejF dr, (ib)
where the suffix _ stands for the electrons and the ions. The function
F (x,v;t) is a one-particle-distribution function of the Of-th species
Of _ _
of plasma particles.
It is assumed that the system is weakly unstable with respect
to the electron-plasma oscillation, but stable for the ion oscillation.
Assume a statistical ensemble of plasmas having a random distribution
of phases of the electron-plasma oscillation. Then, the distribution
functions of electron and ion may be decomposed into the following two
parts:
Fc_(x,v;t) = Fc_%(x,v;t)_ + f h(xx,v;t) , (2a)
h
where f (x,v;t) represents the high frequency component of the distri-
O_ _
bution function of the c_-th particles. Since the ensemble average of
f_h(x,v;t)_ vanishes identically, F %(x,v;t)_ can be defined uniquely as
FO_%(x'v;_ t) = <Fot(X,V;t)> . (2b)
The bracket represents the ensemble average. Corresponding to the
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above decomposition of the distribution functions, the internal electric
field can be separated as follows:
E(x,t) = E£(x,t)+ Eh(x,t) , (3a)
with the definition of
--
(3b)
Now, taking the ensemble average of Eqs. (la) and (Ib), we
can decompose the Vlasov equation into the slowly varying part and the
rapidly fluctuating part. In the equation of the rapidly fluctuating
component, we may disregard the mode-mode coupling term. Since the
system is assumed to be stable for the ion oscillation, the equation
of the slowly varying component can be linearized by decomposing the
distribution function F %(x,v;t) into two parts as
of _
F _ (x,v;t) = F (v;t) + f _(x,v;t) o (4)
Thus, we obtain finally the following set of equations:
h
u_ h+ Eh_'-of +v.Vf --eof . of
5t --_ of m _ 5v +
of ..v
AF _ e _ 5forh
eof Eh __of + of E o- a' 0
m _ _v m --_ 5v
, (5a)
VoE h = 4_ _ eof_f hdv , (5b)
5f
of
_t
h
-- + v.Vf _+ e°l E_ --_=SF eofL_h 5fof
-_ Ot m ,-_"_v " _'-'_ "_--_'-)
_ of _ Sl
(5c)
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and
V.E _ = 4rrZe_f _dv ,
_F e _f h
___q= _ h__q_
_t - _-<E _v >
"_ SH
(5d)
, (5e)
where the suffixes SI and SH designate the spatially inhomogeneous
part and the spatially homogeneous part of the assigned quantity. Eq. (5a)
differs from the ordinary linearized Vlasov equation by the presence
of the last two terms which represent the interaction between the high
frequency electron plasma oscillation and the low frequency ion oscil-
lation. These two terms can be treated as small perturbation terms in
solving Eqs. (5a) and (5b). Solutions of Eqs. (5a) and (5b) are obtained
by the method of the Fourier-Laplace transformation.
Then, it is straightforward to show that Eqo (5c) can be
reduced to the quasilinear kinetic equation discussed by Drummond and
Pines, and Vedenov and his collaborators. Therefore, the weakly
turbulent stationary state of the present problem is essentially
equivalent to that predicted by the quasilinear theory of the homo-
geneous electron plasma. On the other hand, the right hand side of
Eq. (5c) is calculated as
e ,_ _fh
_ SI
which is
C = (e2/m2V)Y_G(q,p (q))e2_f(q)t(I/2TTi)_[Ql+Q2+iq0%(k,s)(Q3+Q4)]eStds (6)
CF OL Ol ,_q "-- 0 ,_ ._ '
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in which the Q quantities are
i 7 .I " h dv ,
Q2 = ¢ 8 m B I__ql2 _ _ o_
e _ k_ q _F
m q° " " '
ol
Q4 = _i7 ' 4ne_ i.__., q._Fs._ d
CSm_lk_q[2 f d I _vv_d 2 _ )% Z'
and the denominators are
dl = Po (-_)+s+i(kk-_).v ,
d2 = Po(-q)-iq'v ,
with the further abbreviations f_ = f_(k,v;s),
. k-q _F _ _ ._F
and
(7)
h 2>G(_q,po(q)) = <lq0 (_q,Po(qq),t=0)l o (8)
In Eq. (6), _=¢(kk-_,po(-_)+s ) is given as
4he 2 q _F
o! dve(qq,p) = I-i7. ---_ p+iqov'_v -_ '
_mq _ ._
ol
(9a)
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and po(q ) is the root of
(q,p) = 0, (9b)
corresponding to the high frequency branch. Since the contributions
of ions to the high frequency oscillation can be disregarded, we may
omit the terms referring to the ions in Eq. (6). Therefore, Eqs. (5c)
and (Sd) are reduced to the following set of equations:
and
"v) fe_ m_ _Fe(_ +ikk (k,v;t) = i _(k,t)kk._--v = C (k,v;t) (lOa)
_F.
(_ +ik.v)fi_ (k,v; t)+im_ (k,t)k._ = 0 , (10b)
_(kk,t) = 4-_(n (k,t)-ni(kk,t)) ,
kL e_
with the definition of
n_(k;t)_ = _fff(k,v;t)dv_ .
(lOc)
(10d)
following quantities:
j = ,v,t)dv_ , (lla)
Eq. (lOa) is a kinetic equation of the spatially inhomogeneous system
in which the quasilinear feedback effect of the high frequency fluctua-
tion is taken into account.
Characteristic properties of the ion oscillation in the
presence of the high frequency fluctuation can be examined by applying
the moment approximation for Eqs. (lOa), (10b), and (10c). Define the
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and
<vivj>a = Sviv jfa %_,_vv,t)_ . (11b)
Approximating Eq. (llb) as
we obtain
_Ta
j) .._n(viv a= 81] m (12)
_2 n
e +(w_+ _--Tmek2)n-w2n.+i_k.vC dv = 0
_t
_2n _Ti 2 2
i +(to_+ Tk )n.-w.n : 0
_t 2 i i e
The last term of Eq. (13a) is calculated as
(13a)
(13b)
i_k'_Ce _'_; t)d_v = (i/2_i)$eSt{uo2eA[ne'n']+Fnz e}dS , (14)
in which n : na_,s), and & and r are defined as
k' C_-kJ
: :- (q, po) l k 2
2
2._" (.R- k) q
[ + 2003] '
(We-iS) 300 (We-iS)
e e
p 21 _- (_-k)
i- : F(k,s) : (_) vZG=:_,Po)I
(we- is) 2 '
in which
I : l(q,k;s) = q'k
2 _ k" _-_ q
•k (_- kk) 2 2
e + },
_ik_ql 2 is) 2 2(me-
(15a)
(i5b)
(15c)
where We: We (q) and ¢ : ¢_-_,me(q)-is ).
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In Eqs. (15a) and (15b), G_(_q,po(q)) is the stationary spectrum of the
electrostatic potential.
The time behavior of the ion oscillation is determined from
the characteristic equation of Eqs. (13a) and (13b),
s2+ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 w2D(k,s) = [ (I+A)w +u k +F][s +_.+u.k ]-(I+A) = 0
e e l i e " (16)
In order to obtain the roots s(k), Eq. (16) may be reduced to a
2
quadratic in s by disregarding the s-dependence in A and r. The
solutions then are
Jw (u2k2+r (k)+_ 2 (I+A (k))u2ik2s_-+(k) = +i i e e
-- w 2 (I+A (k))+u2+F (k)
e e
(17)
2 2
writing u = _T /m and u. = _T./M .
e e 1 1
Finally, let us present some results for a special example.
According to the recent work of Shapiro for the system composed of a
plasma and a monoenergetic beam, the stationary spectrum of the fluc-
tuation energy is determined from the quasilinear kinetic equation as
follows:
IE=(q)I2 4 3nbm(W2e/q3)'(We/q)-vl
-- '
(18)
where the range of the wave number q is restricted to
(We/V2)<q_(We/Vl) = 2kelog(np/ne)(Uo/V_2n) , (19)
and nb, n are the number density of electrons in the beam and theP
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plasma, respectively.
v2 is defined as
u is the beamvelocity directing the Z-axis
O
1/3)
v 2 = Uo(l+(nb/np) (20)
Since the turbulent spectrum G_(q,po(q)) can be expressed by the
stationary spectrum of the fluctuation energy IE=(q) l2 by a relation
Goo(q.po(q)) = q-21E_(q)l 2 , (21)
substituting Eq. (18.) into Eqs. (15a) and (15b), we can evaluate the
quantities A(k) and F(k) as follows:
A(k,e) = -(1/12)(nb/np)(Uok/0Oe )2
(2°°e/k)c°s_'vl (ke/k)2cos3e ,
- iTT(nb/np). Uo-Vl
(22a)
l'(kk,_) = (1/3)(nb/np)(Uo/VT)2(l-2cos2e)k2V 2
+4TTi (n, /n_ )'
(2We/k)cos0-v I
u -v Io
(ke/k)2(l-2cos2_)U02e , (22b)
where e is the angle between the wave vector k and the Z-axis. Sub-
stituting Eqs. (22a) and (22b) into Eq. (17), we obtain the following
approximate expressions:
(2_e/k)cosS-v I
s_(k) = _iVak'2_(w_/Vak)(nb/np)(l-2cos2e)+ Uo'Vl (ke/k)2 , (23)
where the phase velocity V is given as
a
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(Uo/VT)2 2 2V2a= [l+(I/3)(nb/np) (l-2cos2_)]Ue+U.z " (24)
The terms proportional to (nb/np) represent the effect of the high
frequency turbulent fluctuation. Since the time behavior of the ion
oscillation is determined to be varying as exp[_t}, we can conclude
that if e < _/4, the + modegrows in time while the - modedoes so
when e > _/4. This type of instability is different from the ordinary
instability, because the system is always unstable for the low frequency
acoustic oscillation regardless of the sign of the real part of Eq. (23),
In Fig. 7.8 and Fig. 7.9 we illustrate somenumerical examples for the
given plasma-beamparameters.
As a conclusion, we emphasize that the present investigation
has revealed remarkable aspects of the quasilinear feedback effect of
the high frequency fluctuation. Namely, although the feedback effect
of the high frequency fluctuation acts to stabilize the spatially uni-
form system, the sameeffect acting on the spatially inhomogeneous
system gives rise to a parametric instability.
Y. H. Ichikawa
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° SUPERCONDUCTIVITY STUDIES
I. Toepke
C. Barnett**
R. P. Ries
D. Gutman
8.1 Introduction
The work of this group included (a) studies of thin-film
superconductors and effects in superconductors observable by thin-film
techniques (in collaboration with its Thin-Film Group), (b) studies of
type-ll superconductors, and (c) a device application of superconductors.
8.2 Thermal_Conductivity of Vanadium
A study of the thermal conductivity of vanadium in the normal,
mixed, and superconducting states has been started. Both axial and
transverse magnetic fields will be used. A one kilogauss, liquid
nitrogen cooled, long solenoid was designed and wound to provide the
axial field. A power supply and controller were also designed and
built. At the present time, construction of the actual apparatus is
nearly complete, and work is being started on the associated systems--
vacuum, temperature control, and thermometry. The work is to be con-
ducted between i° and 5°K; the low temperature will be obtained by
pumping on a liquid He 4 pot. A promising single crystal of vanadium
*Also associated with the Thin Film Group.
**U. S. Navy. Assigned to group for thesis research.
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has been obtained, and residual resistivity measurementshave been
made° Magnetization measurementsare to be made, as well. The actual
thermal conductivity samplewill be about 2" long and 1/8I' in diameter
and will be cut from this crystal by spark erosion machining°
B° K. Moore
8.3 Microwaves from the ac Josephson Effect in Superconducting
Shorts
Attempts have been madeto detect microwave radiation from a
numberof superconducting shorts of various geometries, using a super-
heterodyne detector and the cryogenic apparatus described in the previous
progress report° The sensitivity of the detector in the frequency range
where radiation was expected was the order of 10-13 watts. No radia-
tion was detected°
New techniques including photoetching are being used to make
shorts of more ideal geometry. Hopefully, one would obtain shorts
whose effective length (ioe._ the length over which the voltage drop
occurs) is equal to or less than the supercorJducting coherence length
of about 10 -4 cm. Also, shorts will be tested to see if their I-V
_h=_=_¢_+¢_= _h_.7 _ _,,pli_ _ _n externally _pp1_ microwave
field with the ac Josephson currents in the short as observed by
I
Anderson and Dayem°
J. Ro Carlson
Ip. W. Anderson and A. H. Dayem, Phys. Rev. Letters I_3_
195 (1964)o
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8.4 Flux Flow in Type_!l Superconductors
During the previous quarter an experimental investigation
was started of flux flow in type _I superconductors° It has been
postulated that the apparent resistive behavior of type-ll supercon-
ductors in magnetic fields between He I and He 2 results from a viscous
2
flow of magnetic flux transverse to the current. The motion of
quantized flux lines resulting from the Lorentz force due to the cur-
rent is thought to be the source of the voltage drop.
An experiment was carried out to try to observe a voltage
developed in a normal metal in close proximity to the superconductor,
but electrically isolated from ito A thin foil of niobium (which is a
type-ll superconductor) and a foil of copper were separated by a thin
insulating layer° These were immersed in liquid helium with a magnetic
field applied perpendicular to the foils° Current through the niobium
was increased and the voltage was monitored across both the Nb and the
Cuo
A voltage was observed in the copper as the current in the
niobium was increased which was proportional to the rate of change of
current, indicating close InuucL_V_ _uup_zu_. _..... _ ......... _ ...... a
in the copper with a steady current flowing in the niobium even at
currents sufficiently large to render the niobium resistive.
2
e.go, Kim, Hempstead, and Strand_ Physo Revo 139A, 1163
(1965); Bardeen and Stephen (to be published).
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Onewould conclude from this experiment that, if flux flow
occurred in the Nb in the steady state, either it did not couple with
the copper, or voltages were induced in the external measuring circuit
that just canceled the voltage induced in the copper foil.
Other experiments of a different nature are anticipated to
detect flux flow.
I. Toepke
8.5 Superconducting Parametric Amplifier (Picovoltmeter)
The second version of the picovoltmeter has been finished
and is presently being tested. Spurious electrical and mechanical
couplings between the ac drive circuits and the sensitive input cir-
cuitry are being measured, and reduced or eliminated where possible°
Coupling vi____aac electromagnetic fields has been effectively eliminated
by a set of magnetic and superconducting shields° A remaining source
of noise, not yet identified, but apparently associated with vibration
of the pickup coil is sufficiently large at present to limit sensi-
tivity to about Ix IO "II V in i0 -5 Ohm° Study of this noise source
1___ __ _
LL_ _=n ,,=mpere_ somewhat hy the irreproducible behavior of the minia-
ture loudspeakers used to provide vibration of the input coil. The
speakers do not cycle well over the range from room temperature to 4o2°Ko
Although the speakers usually have good properties for this purpose at
4.2°K, lack of reproducibility from one run to the next presents dif-
ficulties, and a good high-sensitivity run has yet to be accomplished.
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The main source of difficulty appears to be the glues used to cement
the cones into the speaker frame°
Analysis of the amplifier has continued. Stability of the
amplifier when incorporated in various feedback circuits--in particular,
those used for perCise voltage or flux measurements_-hasbeen studied.
Under proper conditions, sufficient feedback to provide accuracies of
.01 per cent or better maybe used without creating system instability
in voltage measurements°
R° P° Ries
8.6 Penetration Depth of Magnetic Fields in Superconductors
The occurrence of ac Josephson tunneling current in Nb-NbO-In
and Nb-NbO-Sn junctions has been reported in earlier progress reports.
The present investigations are intended to obtain accurate measurements
of the change in penetration depth as a function of temperature,
3
magnetic field, and material using the ac Josephson current on speci-
mens of known and reproducible geometry.
An accurately-machined film-evaporation mask and switchable-
sample holder were prepared such that eight identical junctions can be
made and four tested on each run° Several supposedly identical junc-
tions have been tested. Unfortunately; results are usually quite dif-
ferent for each of the eight junctions.
31t can be shown that the voltage at which an ac tunneling
peak occurs in such a junction is proportional to _T/(kl÷kp+ T)], where
is the oxide thickness and k I and k 2 penetration depth in-the junction
materials,
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At the present time, only one junction has demostrated the
desired structure well enough to provide data. The scatter in these
data was large enough to prevent precise comparison with theoretical
curves.
Further effort will be madeto obtain and measure suitable
junctions and reduce experimental scatter by statistical methods
and/or reduction of thermal noise in the apparatus.
Co Barnett
D. Gutmann
8.7 Superconductive Tunneling in High Purity Single Crystal
Niobium
We are attempting to measure the anisotropy of the super-
conducting energy gap in niobium using superconducting tunneling° The
tunnel-junctions have been made on the i00, ii0, and III crystalline
faces of very high purity niobium single crystal (resistivity ratio,
R300/R4. 2 _ 300).
The junctions were made by orientating the crystal, using
x-ray techniques, and cutting off 50 mil slabs parallel to the three
crystalline planes° The surface of each slab was lapped, electro-
polished, and cleaned by outgassing in high vacuum° A thin oxide
layer was then grown, and an indium film was evaporated on top of this
oxide to form the other half of the tunneling junction°
The superconducting energy gap can be determined by measuring
the dc-current-vs-voltage curve of the junction° The energy gap is
expected to be anisotropic, giving rise to different niobium gaps for
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junctions madeon slabs of different orientation. Preliminary measure-
ments indicate that the anisotropy, if detectable, will be less than
I per cent°
There are specific heat data4 which indicate that there are
two superconducting energy gaps present in high-purity niobium. Pre-
liminary attempts have also been madeto detect this second gap, using
tunneling,
observed°
At this time, no indication of the second gap has been
M. Go Craford
8°8 Crystallization of Nb3SN
Work on this project during th_ past report period has been
limited to the chemical analysis of the Nb-Sn solution from which Nb3Sn
crystals have been grown° The primary objective in this analysis has
been the determination of the amount of niobium in solution with the
tin in the crystal-growing temperature region of 1200°C. Several
analytical methods have been investigated in this study, with recent
attention being given to atomic absorption and flame-emission spectros-
copy, Rather extensive work with flame-emission spectroscopy has
shown the method to be accurate, with the data being reliable and
reproducible, as far as the sample solutions are concerned, These
sample solutions were prepared by dissolving the 0.2 to 0.5 gram solid
4phys_ Rev° Letters 14, 1025 (1965)o
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samples, withdrawn from the crystal-growing furnace, in I:I HF:HN03
and then diluting to 50 mlo Results indicate that the percentage of
niobium in solution with the tin_ in the temperature range of interest,
is of the order of 1.5 per cent° Checks on the analysis procedure
indicate accuracy of the order of !0.02 per cent with respect to the
percentage of niobium; however, variation in the results of several
tenths of a percent have been found° This seemsto suggest the possi-
bility of segregation in the sample, upon cooling and solidification
_ _h_ time it is withdrawn from the furnace, or more extensive non-
uniformity in the composition of the Nb-Sn solution in the furnace than
was previously suspected° Attention is currently being given to the
process of withdrawing the samples from the furnace to see if the
above inconsistencies can be eliminated° The chemical analysis has
been carried out by A° Karim Shallal, graduate student in chemistry
and summeremployee of the laboratory.
J. Oo Kopplin
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HIGHVOLTAGEBREAKDOWN
Eo M° Lyman To Casale Ko Brown
Do A. Lee J o Meyer
0
9.1 Effect of Gas in Conditioning Tungsten Electrodes: Current
Suppression
The well-known phenomenon of current suppression and condi-
tioning by means of low-pressure gas has been studied in the previously-
described broad-area electrode system with single-crystal tungsten
disks 3°5 cm in diameter spaced 0°7 mm apart° Two types of observa-
tions were made: I) The voltage between the electrodes was held
constant at about 75 per cent of the vacuum breakdown voltage while
-I0 10-3
argon was rapidly admitted, raising the pressure from 4XIO to
Torro The field emission current initially doubled, then duri_ a
period of half an hour dropped to about 1/30 of the initial high-vacuum
value° 2) With argon in the system at a pressure of 10-3 Torr, the
intere!ectrode voltage required to hold the emission at i00 _A was re-
corded. During a period of a few minutes to a few hours depending on
the previous history, the voltage rose to 2 or 3 times the initial
high-vacuum value° Both of _^LL_===res ''I_=__.=__consistent with the pic-
ture of blunting the emitter tips at the cathode by sputtering.
Fowler=Nordheim plots of log i/V 2 V So I/V obtained at high
vacuum, before and after the above conditioning, showed that the field
enhancement factor _ had been reduced by the sputtering° On the other
hand, breakdown voltage measurements, before and after, showed that
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the breakdown voltage had been increased by a factor of from 2 to 3.
The product of the enhancement factor, 6, with the average electric
field, V/d, gives the critical field F for initiation of breakdown
c
at the emitter tips. This was found to be a constant, (6=5!i)×i0 7
volts/cm, in agreement with previous observations+
9.2 Field-Emission Microscope Studies
The major effort has been in the development of single-
crystal tungsten emitter tips and high-resolution screens+ Tips with
o
........ __= .... A _,, =_h_a a 10 mil wire down toradii ol Iuuu _ [z_v= U==LL _ ......... j _
1 mil in molten NaNQ2 then electropolishing it in 2N NaOH to remove
the etch pits° When these tips were used in conjunction with a zinc
orthosil_.cate screen, dusted on to a transparent stannic oxide coating
on pyrex, a stable threshold voltage of 800 volts for a visible
pattern was ob't_zz=u'-=° _^c+^- _#l=°h_ng._... .. _,,ah a tip. for a few seconds at
2100°C to drive off the adsorbed oxygen, a clean pattern corresponding
to a single-crystal tungsten was obtained. =u,,,="^-^qu_l+_=t_T=_........observa-
tions of the patterns were made; the Fowler-Nordheim plots were straight
lines, and reproducible+
E° M. Lyman
R. N. Peacock
M. G. Craford
J. T. Jacobs
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K. G. Aubuchon
W. P. Bleha
T. A. O'Meara
i0.i Size Effects in Thin Films
Several vacuum leaks in the system to be used for preliminary
experiments with size effects have made it impossible to obtain data
during this quarter. Consideration of the theory and experimental
b=ckgrcund of _h_ _ize-effect problem has occupied considerable time,
as has work with the experiment. Many of the vacuum leaks have been
in heli-arc welded joints. No piece has survived as much as one bake-
out. While continuing to work with this apparatus, which did perform
properly a year ago, another and more advanced arrangement is being
I , I_ °
_U_L uslng compone_ on hand or to be made in the Coordinated Science
Laboratory shop. Less time will be lost should it not be possible to
make the first vacuum system perform properly. The new system will use
sorption roughing, ion pumping for normal running, and eventually cryo-
pumping for maintaining a low pressure during the actual film deposi-
tions. The ion pumps can be small since they never handle a large load.
A 15 £/sec ion pump is used outside the baked portion. A bakeable
1-1/2 inch valve can be used to isolate it. Another i0 _/sec ion pump
inside the oven region maintains the vacuum after bakeout.
f
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Initial tests of this system without the cryopump have given
static pressures in the low 10 -9 Torr range. And when the cryopump is
complete, and in use, it is hoped that pressures of this sort can be
maintained during an actual evaporation.
The cryopump, for which the drawings are now in the shop,
has been designed for simple assembly. This is made possible by the
use of modified Swage-Lok fittings in the support tubes for the liquid-
nitrogen and liquid-helium reserviors. The value of this feature is
avidnnt ,._h_n _he large number of brazed and welded joints in the assembly
is considered, with their corresponding possibilities of developing
leaks°
Some form of film-thickness monitor useable in a baked ultra-
high-vacuum system will be necessary for this program° The work on an
ionization-gauge type of monitor described later in this section may
prove useful°
J. T. Jacobs
10.2 Hall Effect Measurements on Films
During this quarter, a bakeable stainless-steel vacuum system
has been constructed for the purpose of making Hall measurements on
evaporated films. Contrary to those measurements reported previously,
the deposition and subsequent Hall measurements viii be done without
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removing the film from the vacuum system° This will be made possible
by the use of a magnetically coupled linear-motion feedthrough to move
the sample into an appendage of the chamber situated between the poles
of an electromagnet°
The equipment consists of a 4" NRC low-backstreaming dif _
fusion pump, a 4" Granville_Phillips cold trap, and a chamber made
from a section of 6" diameter stainless-steel tubing flanged at both
ends and provided with eight 2®3/_' flanged ports for feedthroughs,
gauges, a_ re _ Tn this condition, the system may be baked out at
temperatures above 400°C. A stainless-steel gate valve using Viton
gaskets has been obtained for use between the cold trap and chamber,
when vacuum requirements are not so strict, and the bakeout temperature
_Q
can be moderate_ Using the valve, a pressure of 2XI0 Torr was noted
after '_- _ ....... °Co
_LL= f + _=_n,,t at 190
The commercial linear-motion feedthrough is expected to
arrive shortly° A substrate ho!der_ which must provide for temperature
control and electrical connections_ is under construction° When these
are available the system will be completed and the experiments can
start°
K_ Go Aubuchon
10.3 lonization Gause Evaporation Rate Monitor
In the formation of thin films, the deposition rate is an
important structure®determining parameter° For most applications it
is necessary to know film thickness° Commonly used me_hods of
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monitoring the deposition rate or total accumulated thickness of a
Ifilm still in the vacuuminclude the quartz-crystal oscillator,
mechanical torsion systems_2'3 and ionization gaugeso4_5 It is this
latter method which is reported on here°
The ionization-gauge technique is useful for conditions where
the operation of the quartz-crystal oscillator is not stable because of
heat radiated from the vapor source° After deposition of a moderately
thick film, the crystals may also stop oscillating completely° Since
an ionization gauge can easily be madebakeable, the method is compatible
with UHV. The greatest problem is distinguishing between the ion
current resulting from the presence of residual gas in the system, and
the ion current resulting from the desired ionization of the vapor
stream° This situation results because _h_ ambient gas pressure does
not remain constant during a typical _vaporationo Some nf the theory
of the ionization method_ and especially the dependence of the
1
Behrndt and Love in 1960 Seventh National Symposium on
Vacuum Technology Transactions 9 Co Ro Meissner, editor (Pergamon Press,
1961), po 87°
2Mayer_ Schroen and StHnkel, o_I!o ci__to, po 280°
3C. Ao Neugebauer, Jo Applo Physo 3_5, 3599 (i964).
4Ho Schwarz, Revo Sci_ Instro 32, 194 (1961).
5Mo Perkins in 1961 Eighth National S7__posium on Vacuum
Technolog_ Transactions, volo 2, Lo Eo Preuss, editor (Pergamon Press,
1962), p° 1025o
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ionization®gauge reading on the temperature of the "molecular beam" is
given by Schwarz in Refo 4o The ion current at constant deposition
rate is proportional to T®½o
Schwarz used a single gauge with a beam chopper to obtain
both the background and beam values° Since a self_contained mechanical
shutter system_ bakeable at 450°C under vacuum, was not considered
practical, it was chosen here to use two similar gauges, with one
shielded from the evaporant beam° By placing the shielded gauge near
the unshielded one, the outgassing effects of the evaporation source
were assumed to cause equal effects in both° It was found that the
gauges helped to decide when the charge had outgassed sufficiently to
permit _v__A=__n......of a p_ire film._ since in their location they responded
much better to outgassing than does a gauge located at a distant point°
O .
For the usual deposition rates of 1 to I00 A/sec, the equiva-
lent pressure of the beam at the substrate is of the order of 10®6 to
10 -4 Torro Standard Alpert-type gauges may be used in this range_ and
were by Perkins 5 and by Brownell, et alo6 For compactness, and for use
with high beam densities where the normal gauges are nonlinear_ a new
gauge design shown in Fig° I0oi was used° This design also ha_ the
advantage of shielding both filaments from the evaporant for greater
stability of emission, and longer filament lifeo The gauge constant
for air was about i0 Torr "I
o
6
Brownell, et alo, ReVo Scio Instro 35_ 1147 (1964),
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Shie,d _ _ __
Grids_
Evaporant
'---- Signal
L_UI I_L, I U[
(Unshielded gauge)
Fig. i0.i. Evaporation Rate Monitor.
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In operation_ an emission current of 2 mAwas convenient°
Whenused in a vacuumsystem having a residual pressure of 10-6 Torr,
evaporation rates as low as 0.5 _/sec could be determined for goldo
The detection of small evaporation rates for more reactive metals such
as copper and titanium was disturbed by the getter ing action of films
of these materials which caused suddenchanges in pressure. It was
also found necessary to calibrate the gauge for each evaporanto For
the above work two Varian model 971_0003ionization-gauge supplies
were used to operate the monitor, and the difference of the output
signals was plotted on a strip-chart recorder.
Presently a circuit is beinE prepared which will use the
output signals to eontr_l the source temperature and thus maintain a
constant evaporation rate.
WoP. Bleha
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Ii. COMPUTEROPERATIONS
H. G. Slottow Lo Hedges R. Nash
C. Arnold J. Knoke E. Neff
G° Crawford V. Metze J. Stifle
II.I Introduction
This group is responsible for the development and maintenance
of the CSL computing facility.
11.2 CSX-I Computer
11.2.1 Operations.
Period: 22 June 1965 to I September 1965
Total Running Time:
Average Per Day (7 day w_)_:
Operational Time: 100%
Scheduled Maintenance Time:
Emergency Maintenance Time:
0%
0%
L. Hedges
1699.3 hours
23.9 hours
1699.3 hours
0.0 hours
0.0 hours
11.3 CDC 1604 Computer
11.3.1 Operations.
Period: June i to August 31, 1965
Total Running Time:
Average Per Day (7 day week):
Operational Time: 94.61%
Preventive Maintenance Time: 3.37%
i210.60 hours
13.16 hours
1145.35 hours
40°75 hours
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Engineering Time: 2.02%
EmergencyMaintenance Time:
11.3.2 Systems Prosrammingo
24°50 hours
0°00% 0o00 hours
E. Neff
A systems°output subroutine
for graph and alphanumeric output to oscilloscope is near completion°
Alphanumeric output will be controlled by FORTRAN-format statements°
Graphs will be plotted from coordinated lists, and the program features
include automatic scaling, options for axis and hash-mark plotting,
and fixed- or floating-point data. Maximum flexibility is maintained
by a calling sequence capable of changing any of the more than twelve
basic parameters and operating modes.
The new assembler for the 1604 system has been compl_ted and
has performed properly on a series of short test programs. It will
now be made available to the laboratory staff for extensive tests on
actual research programs.
C. Arnold
R. Nash
S. Seshu
E. Manning
A. McKellar
G. Metze
12. SWITCHINGSYSTEMS
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RoMarlett
S. C. Chang
GoMartens
D. Crockett
WoJ° Bouknight
12.1 Computer Compiler ?
The preliminary investigation of the theoretical feasibility
has been completed. A report on the preliminary investigation has
been issued as R-264. The implementation of these concepts as a pair
of compilers is in progress.
S Se _',
Go Metze
12.2 Switching Circuitst
It was shown that there does not exist a non-trivial sequen-
tial machine with a speed-independent asynchronous linear realization.
It was further shown that any sequential machine has a quasi-linear
asynchronous realization° These results have been issued as R-258.
A. McKellar
12.3 Self-Diagnosist
The experimental investigation of the sel_f-diagnosis of the
CSX-I computer has been completed and has been issued as R-259.
E. Manning
tportions of this work were supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant NSF GK-36.
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12.4
equations
Active Realizations of State Models_
A procedure has been developed for realizing the state
= Ax + Bu
= Cx + Du
as an RCnetwork plus voltage-dependent current sources.
Alternatively a realization as an RLCnetwork plus voltage-
dependent current and voltage sources plus current-dependent current
and voltage sources can be obtained°
GoMartens
12o5 Behavior of Sequential Machines under Failuret
Two-stage "AND-OR" realizations are currently being studied
from the point of view of failure° Strong connectedness, totally
sequential behavior and oscillations are topics of interest in this
study.
S. Co Chang
12.6 Computer Self-Diasnosist
Procedures for finding checkout sequences for computers are
being considered whose validity can be determined without simulation
tportions of this work were supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant NSF GK-36o
_Portions of this work were supported by the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research under Grant NOo AFOSR 931o65_
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or even a detailed knowledge of the computer to be tested° The
fundamental notion involved is that all nonredundant failures must _
manifest themselves in someobservable way. The problem is to be
able to enumerate the effects of all failures. The ultimate goal is
to obtain computer design principles which allow checkout sequences
for the entire computer to be obtained algorithmically.
R. Marlett
12o7 Synthesist
A new investigation has been started on an extension of
A. McKellar's synthesis procedure for switching circuits.
D. Crockett
12.8 System Evaluation t
A study has been started to evaluate computer system designs,
with respect to timing, blocking, and saturation, by simulation
techniques.
W. J. Bouknight
tportions of this work were supported by the National Science
Foundation under Grant NSF GK-36o
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13.1 Multiparameter Sensitivity Considerations in Network SynthesisT
A new definition of multiparameter sensitivity has been
found which simplifies comparison of networks with respect to multi-
parameter sensitivity (the change in transmission due to incremental
changes in all network elements). New non-series-parallel structures
have been studied in comparison to latter networks, and it has been
shown that the new network structures always have smaller values of
multiparameter sensitivity than two classes of equivalent ladder net-
works. Synthesis procedures have been outlined for the determination
of the non-series-parallel networks.
S. C. Lee
M. E° Van Valkenburg
13o2 Relatively Optimum Flowt
Suppose flow _ij t __Gj is a maximum flow from vertex i to
vertex j in a communication net G. Let _ _*ij(e) be a flow which is
On leave.
Visiting°
Portions of this work were supported by the Air Force
Office of Scientific Research under Grant No. AFOSR 931o65o
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assigned to edge e when flow _ij
that _ij(g)
flow _Ij(G) from i to j such that every edge
(G) is assigned to G. Thenwe say
is a relatively optimum flow if there exists no maximum
!
_ij (e) _< _ij (e)
' (e) satisfiesflow _ij
and for at least one edge in G, inequality in the above equation holds.
We have discovered an interesting property concerning rela-
tively optimum flows; that is, if _ij(G) is a relatively optimum flow,
then there exists a set of v-I independent cutsets of G (where v is
the number of vertices in G) called a set of M cutsets such that path
_r
of every path flow %(P[j), wherc Zr_(e[j ) = _ij(G), passes throughgij
each cutset in the set exactly once. _LL_o _..ty po_=_e_ 'aS to
assign a relatively optimum flow _ij(G) by knowing a set of M cutsetSo
A method of obtaining a set of M cutsets is also found.
Among these relatively optimum flows _ij(G), there exists at
least one flow such that the summation of every edge flow is minimum.
Such a flow is called an absolutely optimum flow. To obtain such a
flow for a communication net is an important problem for future study.
Details concerning relatively optimum iiows will be published as a
report soon.
W° Mayeda
M. E. Van Vaikenburg
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13.3 Frequency of Ed_eOccurrencein a Set of Paths of a Complete
Gr__ ah
Given a complete, non-orientated graph G with n nodes and
two specified distinct nodes, i and j_ the question is asked, "How
many times does a given edge appear in the formation of all paths
between i and j?"
By decomposing G into two subgraphs, GI containing nodes i
and j_ and G 2 containing the remaining nodes, by symmetry it is clear
that the answer involves three cases_
Io the edge directly connecting i and j is used just once;
2. any edge a connecting G I and G2 is used a fixed number,
say P times;
a
3. any edge b co_iLaiL_ed ....ily in G 2 _o u =.=_ a fixed n,,mhpr.
say Pb times.
The task of obtaining expressions for Pa and Pb is essentially
a counting problem which can be handled by use of combinatorial
I
analysis. Using Feller_s notation (e.g., (n-2)k = (n_2)(n-3)oo.(n-k-l)
for k a positive integer and n > 2; and for k = O_ (n-2)k __ 0), the
total number of paths from i to j is
n-i
p = y_ (n-2)k_ I
k=l
for n > 2, and where k = path length°
_illiam Feller, An Introduction to Probability Theory and
Its Applications, volo I (JoSh Wiley & Sons, Inca, 1957), ppo 26-61o
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Subtracting the expression for the total numberof paths from i to ]
which do not contain edge a yields after simplifying
The expression
P®IP =-- n>2a n-2 '
n-I
Pb = 2[ _ (k-2)(n-4)k_3+l ] , n > 4 ,k=4
is clearly not quite so simple and involves more calculation°
Since k in the above expression represents path length, each
term of the summationrepresents the numberof times the given edge is
used to form paths from i to j of l_ugth k°
Go r,. ._ r. +,-O L U_+tt _ .J..I.
13.4 Stochastic Flow and its Efficient Transmission Through
Communication Nets
As demonstrated by such applications as service for tele-
phone calls, telephone messages, and customers at a supermarket, the
generation of information or service demands, and the time required
for services are, in general, of a stochastic nature° Stochastic flow
of such messages or service demands "through" nets° So far, the study
of communication nets has been mainly focused on steady (or nonstochastic)
flow. In the study of stochastic systems, average properties are first
considered. By considering average flow, we can reduce the properties
of stochastic (or unsteady) flow to these of steady flow; there are
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manydifferences that are evident at a closer looko As a concrete
example, we take digital transmission of information through store-and-
forward communication nets°
The inter-arrival times of messages (or symbols) at a station
are exponentially distributed with an average rate of _ messagesper
second, customarily referred to as a Poisson input. The message (or
symbol) lengths are also exponentially distributed with average length
of I/_ bits per message(or symbol) exponential service time° The
channel capacity is measured in bits per second. Since arrivals of
messagesat each station are not steady without storage, there is a
positive probability with which the st_t_on is overflooded by incoming
messages= With provision of S_v_o_+_w=e= ...........=e _rh _t_t_on _ the message can
wait for transmission as long as necessary_ (A waiting line or queue
is formed in front of each channel°) We assume that transmission is
performed by a first-come first-served basis and that storage capacity
is unlimited° At each station a message is received in a form of
perforated tapes; it is checked for possible errors, and is joined to
a proper queue for retransmission if there is no error° The message
(or symbol) is coded in such a way that error can be detected° When-
ever errors are detected_ retransmission is requested from the sending
station immediately after message reception° It is clear why such a
system is called a store-and-forward net_
Properties of waiting lines of stochastic service systems
have been extensively investigated in the case of single-channel systems
and important results are readily available9 but little has been done
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for multi-channel systems because of mathematical complexity° Diffi-
culty arises from a fact that inter-arrival time statistics and service
time statistics are no longer independent for intermediate (relay) sta-
tions while the queuing theory customarily assumestheir independence°
Wehave studied the nature of information flow from a certain
station to another station through the net° Weadapt the independent
r
aSsumptiDn-of_s_aid statistics for every station° The independent
assumption coupled with Burke's Theorem that the output of a queue is
also Poisson if the input is Poisson, enable us to consider each
channel separately. The quality of a given flow _ or performance of
the net with given flow _ is measured by average tim_ delay per mes-
sage D(_), operation cost per message K(_), and utility of channels
E(_) in case of noisy nets. In general, the performance index P(_) of
flow _ is given by
P(_) = _oD(_) + B'K(_) + k.E(_)
_+B+_= i
_,_,X > 0 .
An efficient way of information transmission through net is to mlnlmlze
P(_) over all possible flows with the fixed average receiving flow value.
It turns out that average behavior of stochastic flow through store-and-
forward communication nets is equivalent to behavior of steady flow
through lossy communication nets° According to study of lossy nets,
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a minimization technique of E(_) is a minimum-path type and so are
those for D(_) and K(_). Hence, the performance index P(_) can be
minimized by a composite technique of minimum-path types°
Ko Onaga
13o5 Analysis of Lossy Communication Nets by Modified Incidence
Matricest
A paper of this title has been accepted for presentation at
the Third Allerton Conference on Circuit and System Theory_ October
20-22, 1965, and for publication in the Conference Proceedings° This
paper introduces two incidence matrices for a lossy net. One of the
new incidence matrices A differs from the usual incl_Liu_..... matrix A of
a directed graph only in that all -I entries are replaced by -_.'s;
J
the other, AI/_ differs from A only in that all +I entries are replaced
by +I/_.'s, where _. is the branch flow efficiency of branch j and is
J J
defined by the relation
f. =_.fJ
J J
where f. and fJ are the receiving and sending flows of branch j,
J
respectively. Obviously, the new incidence matrices A_ and AI/_ con-
tain the usual incidence matrix A as a special case (_j = I)o The use
of A_ or AI,_! has made it possible to describe a lossy net in matrix
tPortions of this work were supported by the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research under Grant NOo AFOSR 931o65o
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form and to obtain the approximate maximumflows between two vertices
of a lossy communication net. Details will appear in a CSLreport.
T° Murata
13.6 Modified Unistor Graph
Modified unistors have been defined° For example_ the trans-
conductance of a vacuum tube is expressed by one modified unistor° A
M.U° graph (modified unistor graph) is a linear graph consisting of
modified unistors and can represent a linear electrical network. An
example of the evaluation of vertex potentials by M.U. graph is offered
_n the report. Also, the report includes the proof of Mason's formula
for _gnal flow graphs using M°Uo graphs°
J. Numata
13.7 On Cascaded Symmetric LC Ladder Networks with Resistive
Terminationt
In his recent paper, Kawakami 2 of Tokyo Institute of
Technology attempted to obtain the necessary and sufficient condition
that a given rational function of s be the inverse voltage-transfer
function of a cascaded symmetric or anti-symmetric LC ladder network
with resistive termination° It appears that his proof may not give
the correct sufficiency conditions°
%Portions of this work were supported by the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research under Grant No° AFOSR 931o65o
_° Kawakami, "The Necessary and Sufficient Condition for a
Network to be Composed of Symmetric or Anti-Symmetric Sub-Networks,"
Reports of IECEJ, December, 1964 (published in Japanese)°
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The inverse voltage-transfer function of a resistively
terminated LC ladder network can be expressed as
(s+_j)_ (s2+2_kS+Vk2+_k2)
S(s) = J k
where _. corresponds to a transmission zero of the network.i
Suppose that
rA k+l B 2k+l]
F2k+l = Lc2k+I D2k+lJ
is the ABCD-matrix of a section of a simple ladder network of 2_+I
elements° Then one has
(i)
c2k+l c2k - D2k -
= l(l+Z2kY2k+l ) + IY2k+l ,
D 2k+l = c2k-lz2k + D2k-I .
Let R 1 and R2 be the resistive termination of the network° A symmetric
network is composed of two networks in cascade described by ABCD matrices
A(s) fl (S)Rl
f2(s)/Rl D(s)
Then, S(s) in Equation (I) is
and
D(s) fl (s)R2
f2 (s)/R2 A(s)
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I 1 RI
S(s) = RI_2 = (i + _2)fm(s)D(s)
RI- 2k+l )D2k+l
= (I + _2)RIC (s (s) . (2)
Equating Eqs. (I) and (2) and using induction on k, we can prove that
Y and Z must have the form a, the form sa, or the form
sa
_- ; a,b constants ,
s2+b 2
and that the numerator of S(s) is of odd degree.
Therefore, if a function of the form of Eqo (I) is given, we
can determine the necessary length of ladder from the degree of its
numerator and the number of LC resonance circuits from the degree of
its denominator. As proved above, all Y's are capacitive or the parallel
combination of a series LC and all Z's are inductive or the series
combination of a parallel LC.
Let 2n+l be the degree of the numerator, then the number of
L, C, parallel LC or series LC in the network is also 2n+l. Hence, we
have the n equations as a condition of symmetry° These are necessary
and sufficient for Symmetry.
T. Kamae
R. To Chien
R. B. Ash
J. T. Barrows
D. Chow
14. INFORMATIONSCIENCE
Ho To Hsu
V. Lum
Ro J. Tracey
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14.1 Introduction
The main effort in this area is to develop information-
theoretic methods for the design and optimalization of digital
systems for data-transmission and data-processing. During the past
quarter several problems in algebraic coding theory have been investi-
gated. Particularly significant results are obtained in (I) decoding
of cyclic codes, (2) construction of codes for compound channels,
(3) theory of linear residue codes for multiple-error correction_
Methods of algebraic coding theory are also applied with success to
the design of information-retrieval systems.
14.2 Algebraic Theory of Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem Codes
As a class, the Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem codes I (from here
on abbreviated as BCH codes) is probably the most powerful and the most
important class of error-correcting codes known today° in the binary
case, the BCH codes can be as long as 2m-I bits, correct any combina-
tion of t independent errors within the boundaries of the codeword,
IBose, Ro Co and D. Ko Ray-Chaudhuri, "On a Class of Error
Correcting Binary Group Codes," Inf. and Control 3, 68-79 (1960).
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and require at most mt check bits. When used properly, a BHC code is
capable of ensuring a very high degree of accuracy in data transmission
and storage.
Recently a great deal of progress has been made in the art of
decoding which has reduced the theory of BCH codes to engineering
practice. In fact, the decoding circuitry of many BCH codes of limited
2,3,4
length are so simple that they are commercially produced°
To fully utilize the high potential of coding and error-
correction, however, one must consider codes of longer duration° It
is generally believed that the accuracy of the present method of deter-
mining the minimum distance of BCH codes (known as the BCII bound) de-
crcases a_ n (code length) and t (number of errors corrected) increase°
Hence, for large n and t there is a strong possibility that one could
5
do much better than what is known now° To realize such plausible
2Chien_ Ro To, "Cyclic Decoding Procedure for Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem Codes," IEEE Trans° IT®IO, 357-363 (1964)o
3Rudolph, L° D° and M. E. Mitchell_ "Implementation of Decoders
for Cyclic Codes," IEEE Transo IT.10, po 259 (1964) o
41t is most interesting to observe that the theory and
implementation of BCH codes are possible only with the extensive use
of theory of Galois fields, a most fundamental part of modern algebra
that has so far defied any application to science and engineering°
5peterson_ W.Wo, and Jo Lo Massey, "Coding Theory," URSI
Report of Progress in Information Theory in the United States_ 1960-63,
IEEE Transo IT-9, No° 4, ppo 223-229 (October, 1963)o
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expectations into engineering usage we must solve two important
problems:
(I) To find a systematic procedure for the accurate determina-
tion of minimumdistances of BCHcodes of large n and t.
(2) To find simple decoding algorithms for implementation
that does not depend on the BCHbound.
Results connected with (i) are reported in 14o2olo Results on decoding
of cyclic codes_ in the direction of (2), are reported in 14.2o2o
14.2.1 Determination of Minimum Distance of Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem Codes.
6
As an extension of Mattson and Solomon, the problem of de-
termining the minimum distance of a generalized BCH code has been
reduced to that of finding the roots of polynomials over a finite field.
Let f(x) be the recursion polynomial of the BCH code, _ be a
primitive n-th root of unity and m any integer° We define
o
m +e
E(_) = [ei0 _ e < n, f(_ o ) = O} .
In other words, E(_) is the set of integers e within the range 0 _ e < n
mo+e
such that _ is a root of ft.._ Th_ following theorem has been
proved.
Theorem I: For each a=(an_l,an_2,an_3,oooao ) in the BCH code
V there exists a polynomial Pa(X) with coefficients in GF(2m),
an extension field of GF(2), such that
Mattson, Ho F., and G. Solomon, "A New Treatment of Bose-
Chaudhuri Codes," SlAM Journal 9_ No. 4, pp. 654-670 (December, 1961).
Ii
14
and
INFORMATION
eI e2
Pa(X) = ClX + c2x
ek
+ .o. + CkX
mi
o i
a.=_ P(_)i a i = O,l,2,oo',n-i
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where el,e2,.o-,ek are elements of E(_).
It follows readily from Theorem 1 that the number of zeros
in the code vector is equal to the degree of P (x). (f(x) has no re-
a
peated factors.) The following theorem concerning the BCH bound of a
generalized BCH code has been established.
Theorem 2" Let f(x) be the recursion polynomial of a general-
ized BCH code such that
m +e
f((_ o ) = 0 e = mn+(do-i)_ ,mo+do,.O=_mo-I
then the minimum distance of the code is d > d .
-- o
V. Lum
14.2+2 Decodin$ of Cyclic Codes+
7,8
In two recent papers, it was shown that error-correction
may be achieved in a step-by-step way by
(i) _czz_L_=-_ +_=_.._syndrome in a shift register with feedback,
(2) attempting a trial correction at the leading position, and
(3) evaluating a determinant IMtl to detect whether a valid
correction has been made.
7Chien, R° To, "Cyclic Decoding Procedures for Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem Codes," IEEE Transo IT-10, ppo 357-363 (1964)°
Massey, J. L°, "Step-by-step Decoding of the Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem Codes," IEEE Trans° IT-II (to appear)°
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9Peterson has shownthat the determinant
S1 1 0 0
S3 S2 S1 1
S2t-I S2t_2 $2t-3 S2t- 4
0
0
St
is zero if the S_Soare functions of t-I or fewer distinct variables,
l
and that it is non-zero if the S_s are functions of t or t+l distinct
1
variables. Hence, whether IMtl equals zero or not can be used to
decide whether t-I or t+l errors are present.
We have observed that if the code in question satisfied the
condition IMt_li # 0 when the S'.s are functions of t+l or t+2 distinctl
variables, then the amount of computation required in decoding digits
can be greatly reduced. In fact, it would only be necessary to compute
IMt_ll rather than IMtl. One class of codes that satisfies this condi-
tion is the perfect codes, the class of codes that meets the Hamming
bound°
For a perfect code of minimum distance d > 2t+l each coset
leader is of weight w j to Furthermore, a vector of weight t+l will
have a coset leader of weight w _ 2t+l-(t+l)=to Similarly, a vector of
weight t+2 will have a coset leader of weight w > 2t+l-(t+2)=t-l. Con-
m
sequently, IMt_ll # 0 in either case°
9peterson, W. W., Error Correcting Codes, MIT Press (1961)o
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This type of simplification is also applicable to non-binary
cases where the matrix Nt suggested by Gorenstein and Zieler I0 is" used°
The search for a more general class of codes that satisfies
the condition on IMt_ll is in progress°
V. Lum
R. T° Chien
14o3 Coding Methods for Information Retrieval
The information retrieval problem considered here may be
defined as follows= A collection of documents is given° The docu-
ments are characterized by a set of attributes with some restrictions
on the maximum number of attributes allowed for a specific documental,
A query is defined also by a given set of attributes. By retrieval
we mean the process of obtaining a list of documents, each of which has
all the attributes of the query, or, in other words, to obtain a list
II
of documents that "covers" the query.
For a typical situation the number of documents in the system
will certainly be in the millions, with each document characterized by
around ten attributes while the total number of attributes may be over
10,O00° In any mechanized system it is also important to remember
that whatever addressing scheme is used it is always desirable to
minimize the storage requirements of the system°
10Zieler, N., A Class of Cyclic Linear Error-Correctin 5 Codes
in pm Symbols, MIT Lincoln Laboratory Group Report 55-Ip (Lexington,
Mass., 1961)o
llKautz, W° H., and Ro C° Singleton, "Nonrandom Binary Super-
imposed Codes," IEEE Trans, IT-10, 363-378 (1964),
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14o3ol Retrieval by Alsebraic Coding.
With a proper formulation a solution of the problem just
outlined was obtained by applying algebraic coding theory° We first
recognize that each document (including the query) can be represented
by a binary vector of n bits where n is the total number of attri-
butes. We then consider a t_error-correcting code of length n, with
t sufficiently large to cover all documents in the system. The syndrome
of each document vector_ which is at most mt bits long with 2m-l=n, is
now a unique address for the document° The following fundamental
theorem has been proved_
.... be the syndromes of the
Theorem i: Let Sd,Sq,Sd+q-_dT_ q
document, the query_ and the comparison vector (do¢.ment plus
query); and fd,fq,fd+q be their coset weights, respectively°
Then the document vector covers the query vector if and only
if
fd+q -- fd" f °q
By Theorem 1 the retrieval problem has been reduced to the
_,I_11__=_......n_ eomoutin_ _ coset weights° A number of methods for this has
been constructed and the results are summarized in a forthcoming paper.
The problem of computing fd+q can be treated as an algebraic
decoding problem as follows° From Sd+ q we compute the rank rs of the
matrix M t as defined by Peterson° If rs is not equal to fd-fq+l, then
we immediately conclude that the document does not cover the query°
If r = fd-f+l,q then we proceed to solve for the r elementarys s
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symmetric functions _ko If either the set of equations are inconsis-
rs rs-k
tent or the polynomial _(x) -- _ _k z contains irreduceable factors,
k=o
the document does not cover the query.
We note that with this procedure we only have to compute the
rank of M t for the majority of situations° Only very rarely do we have
to complete the decoding procedure. In that case, the efficient
7
method of extracting the roots of _(x) should be used.
R o To Chien
14o3.2 Retrieval by the Theory of Group Representations°
We are investigating the application of the theory of group
representations and the theory of group characters to the retrieval
19
problem_- With the theory of gruup ULL=_=_...............,._ .........=n romp_Ite a func-
tion f(v) for every vector of n-tuples which is the coset weight of Vo
It is clear that such a method can be readily adopted to the computing
of fd+q° At the moment, +_L_ed_ir,11ty of this method of attack lies
in the fact that such computations tend to be lengthy for long codes°
However, there are many indications that, with some additional restric-
tions on the code, the complexity of the computing job can be greatly
reduced.
Also being investigated are questions related to using
multiple copies of identical codes to simplify the computation process°
It has been observed that if two codes are used the average length of
12peterson, Wo Wo, Error-Correcting Codes _ MIT Press (1961).
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computation is reduced by 75 per cent.
use of a longer address for each document.
off are being studied.
This is accomplished with the
Exact formulas for trade-
D. Chow
14o4 Coding for Compound Channels
14o4.1 General Theory°
Due to various sources of disturbances most channels for
data-transmission and storage are perturbed by both burst-type and
random noise. These situations are best modeled by compound channels
where both burst errors and independent errors are allowed with
suitable proportion but not simultaneously° Codes for error-correction
in compound channels require a reasonable amount of redundancy and are
simple to implement° There are definite advantages on the practical
side°
We have shown that a set of necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for a code V to correct, in superimposed manner, t independent
errors and burst errors of length b is the following:
_J'1_V i°_ _=p_h1_....... of correcting_ t independent errors,
(2) V is capable of correcting all bursts of length b or less,
(3) Let Et be a t-tuple error and Eb be a burst of length b,and
then
Syndrome (Et) _ Syndrome (Eb) o
It is clear that whenever the syndromes of E t and Eb are equal
these two error patterns add up to a code vector° Denote by L t the
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length of the longest sequence with t non-zero digits then
b = n-Lt-i .
Methods of computing L t are being investigated with some success.
Progress to date is reported in the following section.
R. T. Chien
14.4.2 Computation of Maximum Length Sequences of Weight _.
To compute L t we must find St, the longest sequence with
weight t that is contained in any codeword. The recursion polynomial
h(x) of the code V plays an important role with regard to this. We
recall that each code vector a(x) satisfies the linear recurrence
equation:
where
k
7, h.ai+ j = 0j=0 ]
h(x) =
k o
P h.x ] h0=hk=l
j=0 ] '
n-I
n-i-I
a(x) = 7 a.x
ii=0
Each code vector can thus be completely determined once k consecutive
bits are given. The following propositions have been established with
regard to L
t"
Proposition I: The length L 1 of the sequence S1 is given by
L 1 -- k+g
where g is the length of the longest gap in the recursion polynomial h(x)o
I
I
I
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Proposition 2: The length L 2 of the sequence S2 is given by
L 2 = max(k+w,k+gl+wgl,oOo,k+g6+Wg6)
where w is the maximum number of consecutive coincidences obtainable
by comparing h(x) with a non-zero shift of itself, g6 is the length of
6-th gap in h(x), and w is the number of consecutive coincidences
g6
obtained by comparing h(x) with a version of itself shifted according
to the 6-th gap°
H. T. Hsu
Linear Residue Codes for Multiple Error Correction
Linear residue codes are based on ordinary arithmetic rather
than modular arithmetic° As a result, it is capable of correcting
arithmetic errors as well as transmission errors, a fact that makes it
very useful as multiple purpose codeso13 When used for improving the
reliability of data-transmission, a general-purpose computer can be
used efficiently for decoding and no special-purpose hardware is
required.
Linear residue codes for single errors and burst errors have
been investigated with success, and methods of implementing these codes
14
are well known. However, despite the striking similarity between
13Goldberg, E. Io, and W. Eo Webb, Application of BN Modulo-A
Codes to Aerospace Vehicle Control Systems, Techo Rept. ASD®TDR-62-169,
Cont. AP 33(616)-8053. Telecomputing Corpo, N. Hollywood, California.
14Chien, ,,Ro T., "Linear Residue Codes for Burst-Error Correction,
IEEE Trans. IT-10, 127-133 (196_).
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cyclic codes and linear residue codes no general multiple-error-
correcting linear residue codes analogous to the Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghemcodes are known° The purpose of this research effort is
to develop classes of such linear residue codes that are also amenable
to simple implementation°
Our preliminary investigation is quite successful. With the
use of properties of a number representation called the Non-Adjacent
Formwe are able to construct four general classes of codes, namely
I. Ad=2k(d-l)-2k(d-2)+-..+(-l)d-22k+(-l)d-I
II. Ad=2k(d- l)+2k(d- 2).... +(-l)d- 12k+(- i) d
Ad=2k (d- l)+2k (d-2)+oo o+2k(d-m)_2k(d-m-l)IIio ..... 2k-l, ! _ m _ d
IVo Ad=2k(d-l)-2 k(d-2) ..... 2k(d-m)+2k(d-m-l)+ o°.+2k+l, I _ m_ d,
where Ad is the generator for the code and d is the minimumdistance°
These codes are very general and use a moderate amount of
redundancy° We are presently engagedin an intensive search for methods
of constructing new classes of linear residue codes for multiple-error-
correction that require even less redundancy.
Jo Barrows
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Progress continues in circuitry development toward the goal of a 20
student station classroom, Plasma discharge display tube research this
quarter has included experiments with tubes of varying widths and hole
diameters, and trials with different gas additives. Modifications to the
new PLATO Tutorial Logic were made to increase its flexibility and appli-
cability to several courses; namely: I) a revision of Electrical Engineer-
ing 322; 2) Library Science 195; and 3) FORTRAN Programming for Business
Students. Revisions and modifications of TEXT-TESTER, ARITHDRILL, and
PROOF have continued. Sixty students were used in the "retention of con-
ceptual materials" experiment this quarter. A PLATO program, VERBOSE,
using the CONNECT feature of the PLATO compiler was written as a starting
point toward the development of more general PLATO programs useful in
studying the structure of concepts.
The program of study of the pumping speed of ion-getter pumps at low
pressures has continued. A pressure controller has been added to the
system to improve the reproducibility of the data. This change and some
recent data are discussed.
A careful evaluation of the errors in the Monte Carlo Method has been
made for the hot side of the shock. Extensive measurements have been car-
ried out in the Linear Plasma Betatron for various pressures and electric
fields. It has been shown that the runaway current is aseociated with the
buildup of ion-acoustic oscillations. A new experimenL ,,.,_1_ct .... _^om
plasma interactions has been started, in which the scattering of micro-
waves by instability-stimulated density ......... '^_ _.........I_U_LU=L_,, is U=_ _ _h_ primary
diagnostic tool. Theoretical studies of the influence of high-frequency
turbulence can give rise to a parametric Srowth of the ion-acoustic mode.
Work is reported on a superconducting parametric amplifier (picovolt-
meter), a study of the anisotropy of the energy gap in superconducting
niobium, an attempt to observe microwave radiation from the ac Josephson
effect in _ q,lperconductin_ bridge, studies of flux flow in type-ll
superconductors, a determination of the temperature dependence of _.=
penetration depth using the ac Josephson effect, the thermal conductivity
of a type-ll superconductor in the mixed state, and the crystallization
of Nb3Sn from a solution of Nb in molten Sn.
During gas conditioning, the electron-emitting protrusions on a tungsten
cathode are blunted resulting in current suppression and breakdown voltage
elevation, but the critical breakdown field at the emitter tips remains
unchanged. Development of single-crystal emitter tips and _ _o=_1,,_nn
fluorescent screens is described.
Additional equipment is under construction for the work on size effects,
and for that on Hall measurements on thin films. Results are reported
for an ionization-gauge type of deposition rate monitor.
Operation statistics for the CDC 1604 and CSX-I systems are reported.
The development of plotting routines for the cathode-ray output and a new
assembler for the CDC 1604 are noted.
The experimental study of self-diagnosis using the CSX-I computer as a
vehicle has been completed. New results are reported on the realization
of sequential machines as linear and quasi-linear switching circuits.
Further progress is reported on the computer compiler, state-model realiza-
tions, and computer diagnosis.
13. ABSTRACT(continued)
The relationship of multiparameter sensitivity to synthesis procedures
in networks has been studied, and the results of Kawakamirelating to
symmetric LC ladder networks have been extended. The problems of optimum
flow in a communication net have received further attention. The concept
of "relatively optimum flow" is introduced, and stQchastic flow through a
communication net is considered. Other studies relate to fundamentals of
graph theory having application to the theory of communication nets.
Work in information-theoretic methods for the design and optimalization
of digital transmission and processing systems, particularly in algebraic
coding theory, are described. Results are given in decoding cyclic
codes, construction of codes for compoundchannels, and in the theory of
linear residue codes for multiple-error correction. Applications of the
coding theory are given for information-retrieval systems.
